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Existing long span load models have typically been developed using a number of 
conservative assumptions, and as such are more applicable to the design of new bridges 
rather than the assessment of existing structures. Excessive conservatism in such 
assumptions can lead to expensive and unnecessary interventions in existing bridges. 
Furthermore, existing load models do not always allow for correlations in traffic weights and 
vehicle positions on the bridge.  
This thesis proposes a method of simulating load effects on long span bridges termed ‘Long 
Span Scenario Modelling’ (LSSM). The ‘scenarios’ are blocks of vehicles extracted from a 
stream which contain the inherent correlations between vehicle weights and positions. The 
correlation in load intensity between successive scenarios is explicitly modelled. The 
scenarios can be used to simulate congested conditions for the required number of congestion 
events. A large Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) dataset from a site in the USA is used to 
demonstrate the process. Free-flowing WIM data is converted into a congested traffic stream 
using lane changing and gap distribution models. Recurring rush hour type congestion is 
simulated. The load intensities for 500, 1000 and 1500 m loaded lengths are determined for 
1000-year return periods.  
An efficient computer algorithm to allow simulation of long span bridge load events for long 
return periods is also developed. Such long run simulations can avoid the uncertainties with 
extrapolation techniques where data recorded over relatively short periods of time is 
extrapolated to large return periods. To ensure a diversity of load events, the measured 
scenario library is extended through the generation of new scenarios. 
The LSSM is shown to better represent the long span load intensities when compared to 
measured traffic, particularly when the correlation between successive scenarios is 
accounted for. For the studied cases it is also shown that a Gumbel (linear) extrapolation 
from one year of WIM data overestimates the long run simulation value by approximately 
12%. The developed algorithm therefore allows the long run simulations for the LSSM 
method to be carried out on a desktop computer and therefore greatly reduce the variability 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Context 
Traffic loading for long-span bridges is generally not addressed in codes of practice and 
extending load models from shorter spans can lead to simplified and conservative 
assumptions. Unlike short to medium span bridges where individual heavy vehicles in 
free flowing traffic produce the maximum load effect, congested traffic events give rise 
to the critical loading events for long span structures (Ivy et al. 1954; Buckland et al. 
1978; Flint & Neill Partnership 1986).  
Driving behaviour in free flowing traffic can generally be replicated using models such 
as the Poisson arrival process, normalised headway model or the headway distribution 
statistics model (Bailey 1996; Crespo-Minguillón and Casas 1997; OBrien and Caprani 
2005). As driving behaviour significantly influences congested traffic, its modelling is 
more complex. 
Recent studies have used micro-simulation to represent traffic behaviour in congested 
conditions on long-span bridges. Cellular automata, where the bridge is divided into 
cells considers lane changing behaviour, but not the variability of vehicle lengths and 
gaps (Chen and Wu 2011). Car following models combined with lane changing models 
have been used to determine long span loading effects under a variety of congestion 
types (Caprani 2010; Enright et al. 2013b; Caprani et al. 2016; Lipari et al. 2017; Carey 
et al. 2018; Zhou et al. 2019a). Importantly these models have highlighted that the 
critical conditions for long span loading is not always the widely-used full-stop 
condition, but can be slow moving traffic (OBrien et al. 2015a; C.C. Caprani et al. 
2016). This can occur because full-stop queues consider only one realisation of vehicles 
on the bridge compared to recurring congestion where the frequency of occurrence is 
much higher. 
A drawback of micro-simulation however is that there is limited data available to 
calibrate the vehicle models (OBrien et al. 2012; Lipari 2013a), and despite recent 
advances (Carey et al. 2018) it can be computationally intense. Combining a gap model 
with a suitable arrival process with has advantages in that it is computationally efficient 
and can more readily used for assessment of long span bridges by practitioners (Hendy 
2 
et al. 2015). 
A novel scenario modelling approach was developed by OBrien and Enright (2011) for 
short and medium span bridges where patterns of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) were 
sampled from free flowing traffic and used to simulate longer periods of bridge loading. 
The method was found to capture the correlations present in the measured traffic and 
was validated using micro-simulation (OBrien et al. 2016). 
 
1.2 Objectives 
The primary hypothesis of this thesis is as follows: 
“Scenario modelling and long run simulations can improve the estimation of site 
specific load intensities on long span bridges.” 
In order to prove or disprove this hypothesis, the following objectives were set: 
1. Undertake a detailed review of the history of long span bridge loading and 
current long span load specifications; 
2. Undertake a detailed review of the background, theory and applications of 
Monte Carlo and bootstrapping simulations, with specific reference to bridge 
loading; 
3. Determine site specific long span bridge load intensities using WIM data and 
existing simulation techniques; 
4. Determine a method to create traffic scenario blocks of differing lengths from 
measured WIM data; 
5. Investigate any correlation effects that may affect long span bridge loading and 
develop modelling methods; 
6. Use scenario modelling to determine site specific long span load intensities, 
termed Long Span Scenario Modelling (LSSM), and compare to measured and 
traditionally simulated results; 
7. Develop an efficient algorithm to allow simulation of bridge load events to 1000 
year return periods; 




1.3 Layout of Thesis 
The thesis begins with a literature review to establish the history of long span bridge 
loading and current long span load specifications. The background, theory and 
applications of Monte Carlo and bootstrapping simulations is investigated, with specific 
reference to bridge loading applications. 
Chapter 3 determines site specific long span bridge load intensities using WIM data and 
existing simulation techniques. The load intensities of varying loaded lengths are 
determined under recurring ‘rush hour’ type congestion and a detailed comparison is 
made between measured and simulated load intensities. 
Chapter 4 describes the method of simulating load intensities on long span bridges 
termed ‘Long Span Scenario Modelling’ (LSSM). The ‘scenarios’ are blocks of vehicles 
extracted from a stream which contain the inherent correlations between vehicle 
weights and positions.  
In Chapter 5, the development of an efficient computer algorithm to allow simulation 
of long span bridge load events for long return periods is detailed. To ensure a diversity 
of load events, the measured scenario library is extended through the generation of new 
scenarios. The algorithm allows long run simulations for the LSSM method to be 
carried out on a desktop computer and therefore greatly reduce the variability of results 
and limit potential issues regarding extrapolation techniques and choice of suitable 
statistical distributions. 
This final chapter draws conclusions on the work completed, points out relevant 




Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction  
This chapter presents a review of the history of long span bridge loading coupled with 
the study of evolution of the specifications for bridge load considerations. Long span 
bridge load codes of different countries namely the United States of America, the 
European Union, United Kingdom and China are reviewed in detail along with the 
background theory and application of Monte Carlo and bootstrapping simulation 
techniques.  
 
2.2 Historical Development Long Span Bridge Loading 
Models 
The main live loading on highway bridge structures was due to crowd loading up until 
the latter half of the 1800s  (Ryall et al. 2000). During this time bridge load 
specifications varied widely. Long span bridges were generally located in the north of 
Europe and North America during their early development and hence the main 
developments in load models occurred in these areas. 
2.2.1 Pre-national Standards 1800s 
The Menai Suspension Bridge, Anglesey, Wales was the longest bridge in the world 
when it opened in 1826. Its main span was 177 m and it was designed for a live load of 
2990 kN (300 ton) which equates to a uniform area load of 2.0 kN/m2 (Paxton 1977).  
The original Hungerford Suspension Bridge (1845, main span 206 m) and Clifton 
Suspension Bridge (1864, main span 214 m) were designed for uniform area loads of 
4.8 kN/m2 (100 lb/ft2) and 3.4 kN/m2 (70 lb/ft2) respectively (Barlow 1867; Dawe 2003). 
The lower level of loading (3.4 kN/m2) specified for the Clifton Bridge was questioned 
at the time, however the engineer of record justified the lower design load based on 
observations of the Clifton Bridge where maximum crowds of 5000 people on the 
bridge indicated that loading never exceeded 1.9 kN/m2 (40 lb/ft2). It was noted that a 
loading of 6.0 kN/m2 (125 lb/ft2) was possible with dense crowds of people over a small 
area, but that this was not applicable to long span structures (Barlow et al. 1867). 
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By the mid to late 1800's there were a large number of bridge design specifications in 
use in the USA. Many of these proposed a load model where the load intensity 
decreased with increasing span acknowledging the reduced probability of longer span 
bridges being covered by the 'maximum' crowd load (Waddell 1886). While the range 
of loading specified was similar to that used in the UK at the time, with an early 
specification by the Phoenix Bridge Company (1885) stating that highway bridges were 
to be designed for a uniform area load of 4.8 kN/m2 (100 lb/ft2) for local deck elements, 
3.8 kN/m2 (80lb/ft2) for spans less than 38 m, reducing to 2.9 kN/m2 (60 lb/ft2) for spans 
greater than 38 m.   
In the early 1900s long span bridges constructed in the New York it was assumed that 
congested traffic events would be dominated by 80 kN (9 ton) delivery wagons, which 
approximated to a uniform loading of 3.1 kN/m2 (65 lb/ft2) (Seaman 1912).  It was 
considered however that half of these would be empty during and therefore as such the 
critical load case remained a dense crowd.  A value of 3.8 kN/m2 (80 lb/ft2) specified 
as a maximum load, with the note that it would be much less for longer spans.  This 
loading was combined with a concentrated axle load of 134 kN (15 ton).  
 
2.2.2 North American Load Models 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
In the 1920’s the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO), later 
known as the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
(AASHTO), put forth a sequence of specifications concerning the process of design and 
construction of highway bridges in the USA which became the first national standards. 
The early editions specified that they were limited to ordinary highway bridges and did 
provide for unusual spans. Later editions recognised that the uniform loads specified 
should be reduced for longer spans, noting the demarcation between short and long span 
to be in the range of 61 – 91 m (300 – 400 ft) (AASHO 1949). The derivation of these 
early deterministic load models are of interest as they set a key benchmark subsequent 
and present day studies. 
The 1924 'Standard Specification of Steel Highway Bridges' specified a uniform area 
load which varied with bridge classification and span, along with a 2 axle HGV for the 
design of local members (USDA 1924). The 1928 ‘Specification for Highway Bridges 
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and Incidental Structures’ introduced a uniform lane loading in place of an area load 
which was to be applied along with a concentrated load. Load classification was 
specified in terms of HGV GVW in tons, i.e. H-20, H-15 and H-10.   
The H20 lane loading of 8.8 kN/m (600 lb/ft) was approximately equivalent to a train 
or jam of 178 kN (20 ton) 2 axle HGVs, the heaviest commonly used, preceded and 
followed by a train of 2 axle 133 kN (15 ton) HGVs with axle to axle gaps of 9.1 m (30 
ft). The loading was increased with an allowance for impact, which reduced with 
increasing span length. 
The 1928 ‘Conference Specification for steel highway bridges’ specified that HGV 
trains were to be used for loaded lengths less than 18.3 m (60 ft), with the lane loading 
used thereafter. The lane loading for H20 was increased to 9.3 kN/m (640 lb/ft), along 
with a differing concentrated load for moment and shear (Figure 2-1). This level of lane 
loading was adopted in the first formal edition of the standard specification in 1931. 
While the concentrated loadings have been updated on a number of occasions, the lane 
loading value, which is of most relevance to long span structures, remains in use to the 





Figure 2-1 a) Details of the 1928 AASHO H20 loading train of vehicles and b) 
equivalent lane loading (AASHO 1928) 
 
Initial Long Span Bridge Studies 
Ivy et al. (1954) studied the traffic loading on San Francisco – Oakland Bay Bridge in 
1951. The maximum lane load in free-flowing traffic was observed as 2.12 kN/m. 
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Applying full stop condition, the lane load increased to 3.6 kN/m. The futher studied 
traffic patterns are military convoy and heavy vehicle platoon. These two cases caused 
lane loadings of 6.6 kN/m and 6.9 kN/m. Considering the average weight of HGVs and 
different load effects of long span to short span, the final load model specified a constant 
load of 8.2 kN/m for spans above 366m. In contrast with AASHO (1928), Ivy’s results 
were all less than H20 load model that specified lane loading as 9.34 kN/m.   
The final proposed load model took account of the fact that the average weight of HGVs 
on the San Francisco – Oakland Bay Bridge was approximately 20% less than those in 
other locations due to the short haul nature of vehicles using the crossing, with 50% of 
the HGVs estimated to be partly loaded or empty. Loading was stepped with increasing 
span length, with differing concentrated loads for moment and shear effects at shorter 
spans. For spans above 366 m (1200 ft) a constant load of 8.2 kN/m (560 lb/ft) was 
specified. 
 
Lions’ Gate Simulation Studies 
The need to validate the original design loading and set a weight limit for HGVs using 
the Lions’ Gate Bridge suspension bridge led to a significant piece of work relating to 
long span bridge loading in North America (Buckland et al., 1975, Navin et al., 1976). 
The study mainly focused on the simulation of a series of congested events although an 
analytical approach used to determine an upper bound for the critical loading. A 
majority of the key parameters affecting long span load effects were considered in the 
simulation process. The results allowed for variation in traffic intensity, specifically the 
percentage of HGVs which would differ on a recreational route compared to an area 
with a high industrial concentration. 
In the case of longer bridges, AASHTO presents the use of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers load model (ASCE 1981) that caters for bridges up to 2000 m as 
developed by Buckland et al. (1978, 1981).  
The final guidance prescribed three levels of traffic loading for different percentages of 




Figure 2-2 ASCE traffic load model (Buckland 1991) 
 
Current AASHTO Load Model 
The current AASHTO live load model, HL-93, was updated in 1993. The load model 
primarily consists of a 320 kN (36 ton) GVW 3 axle design HGV and a lane load of 9.3 
kN/m (640 lb/ft) (AASHTO 2012). Nowak et al. (2010) undertook a study to determine 
the suitability of this load model for long bridges and to take account of the significant 
increase in HGV traffic patterns from 4% of the traffic population in the 1990s to 8% 
in 2005.   
Data from 29 WIM sites was used to simulate a series traffic jams where HGVs only 
occupied a single lane. Based on observed video footage of traffic jam situations, a 
constant axle to axle gap of 7.6 m (25 ft) was used. Equivalent uniformly distributed 
loads were determined for a variety of spans up to 1524 m (5000 ft). It was noted that 
the bias factors which is defined as the the ratio of the mean to the nominal did not 
exceed 1.25 for the heaviest 75-year combination of vehicles for the WIM sites. 
Therefore the HL-93 model was determined to be suitable for long span structures. 
2.2.3 Development of British Load Models 
Ministry of Transport - 1931 
In the UK, the first national loading guidance was introduced by the Concrete Institute 
9 
in the form of loading trains for different classes of road. The first national loading 
requirements followed in 1922 with the introduction by the Ministry of Transport (MoT) 
of a ‘Standard Loading Train’ which represented the heaviest commonly occurring 
vehicles, such as those used by agricultural contractors (Dawe 2003). The train 
consisted of a 199 kN (20 ton) steam traction engine drawing three 130 kN (13 ton) 
trailers with axle to axle spacings of 3.7 m (12 ft), with an additional 50% allowance 
for impact. The trains were to be placed in series along the bridge.  
Additionally, the loading train was transformed into a uniformly distributed load with 
a concentrated load one bridge in 1931 by the MoT through the introduction of an 
‘Equivalent Loading Curve’. According to this curve as shown in Figure 2-3, the 
uniform distributed load would decrease with rise in the loaded length in 
acknowledgement that average weights of vehicles in groups would be lower and that 
the effect of impact would reduce for longer spans (Dawe 2003). The uniform load 
reached a minimum constant value of 3.35 kN/m2 (70 in/ft2) for loaded lengths greater 
than 762m (2500 ft). 
 
Figure 2-3 UK Ministry of Transport ‘Equivalent Loading Curve (after MoT, 1931) 
In parallel with the MoT loading curve, BS 153 British standard specification for girder 
bridges was first issued in 1923 and revised regularly over the following decades.  This 
code defined its own loading train, similar to that of the MoT.  Each bridge lane was 
to be occupied by a succession of trains, with no allowance for reduced intensity as the 
loaded length increased (BSI 1937). 
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BS 153 – 1950s 
During the 1950’s it accepted that the loading trains were no longer representative of 
ordinary traffic due to the increase in number and weight of industrial vehicles in use 
(Henderson 1954). The move from solid to pneumatic tyres had also led to a 
significantly reduced impact loading. In the updating of BS 153, normal traffic 
representing ‘legal’ vehicles, i.e. with a GVW less than 219 kN (22 ton), was termed 
Type HA loading (BSI 1954b). The load model remained similar to that of the earlier 
MoT model, with an equivalent uniform load reducing with loaded length, combined 
with a concentrated load, however in this case they were calculated based on producing 
the same load effect, as opposed to the same ‘weight’ as per the earlier code. The loading 
was to be applied per linear length of ‘notional lanes’ of width between 3-3.65 m (10-
12 ft). 
It was acknowledged that due to the lack of available data, representation of a sequence 
of vehicles representing the most onerous traffic loading in determining the equivalent 
uniform would be a ‘guess’ (Henderson 1954). For shorter spans the load model was 
based on a jam of 4 axle 219 kN (22 ton) HGVs with an axle to axle gap of 2.1 m.  This 
was acknowledge to represent a particularly severe loading condition. For longer spans, 
i.e. above 152 m (500 ft), the HGVs were interspersed with a private car, and the gaps 
increased to 16.8 m (55 ft) to represent a slow moving jam. The loading curve, which 
was to be taken in conjunction with a concentrated load of 120 kN (27000 lb) reduced 
to a relatively low level of 5.8 kN/m (400 lb/ft) at 914 m (3000 ft).   
 
Figure 2-4 longitudinal arrangement for spans up to 22.9m (a); longitudinal 
arrangement for spans 22.9m to 152.4m(BSI 1954a). 
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Figure 2-5 Loading curve for Type HA bridge loading (BSI 1954a).  
 
BS 5400 – 1978 
BS 5400 was introduced in the late 1970s to meet the requirements of all aspects of 
bridge design and construction, as well as mark shift to limit state design philosophy. 
Additionally, BS5400 incorporated the design loading for highway and railway 
structures. In the case of long span loading, Henderson et al. (1973) note that BS5400 
raised the minimum value of normal (HA) traffic loading from 5.8 kN/m to 9 kN/m for 
loaded lengths above 380m, as shown in Figure 2-6. Henderson et al. (1973) did not 
provide a direct basis for this increase but noted that traffic may be at closer gaps than 
assumed for the ‘characteristic arrangement’ and that any underestimation of live load 
would no longer be covered by the single factor of safety for both dead and live loading. 
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Figure 2-6 BS 5400 traffic uniform distributed load curve(BSI 1978) 
 
Flint and Neil Partnership – 1980s 
In the 1980s as part of the assessment and strengthening works undertaken on the 
Severn Suspension Bridge a review of long span loading in the UK was instigated (Flint 
& Neill Partnership 1986).  It was found that highway traffic loading being 
experienced by the Severn Suspension bridge was not adequately covered by the 
loading requirements of BS 153-3-1954 used in its design, in addition to the then current 
BS 5400-2-1978.   
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Figure 2-7 Comparison of uniformly distributed lane loading for various UK and 
Eurocode load models (unfactored) 
A detailed study was therefore undertaken to simulate traffic flows on long span 
structures (Figure 2-7). Traffic flows and mixes were based on those recorded at various 
locations in the UK in 1980 and were intended to represent a heavily trafficked 
commercial route. Extrapolations were also made to estimate future traffic levels in the 
year 1990. In deriving the load model, the time period from 7-8 am was found to give 
the critical combination of vehicle flow and percentage of HGVs for long span 
structures. Jams were assumed to last for 1 hour, with a jam frequency determined based 
on the vehicle flow. For the Severn Bridge case, this equated to 2 jams per carriageway 
per year.  A number of vehicle gap models were used, with later models using a 
truncated normal distribution for loaded lengths between 100 and 1000 m to simulate 
observations. For shorter and longer loaded lengths constant values of 1.35 and 2.7 m 
were adopted. A simplified lane selection technique was used to distribute vehicles 
between lanes if the queue in one lane greatly exceed another. 
A return period of 2400 years was used and an updated load model with a uniformly 
distributed lane load and 120 kN concentrated point load developed. This new model 
was significantly heavier than those it preceded as illustrated in Figure 2-7, and was 


































Eurocode (2008) [Lane 1]
Eurocode (2008) [Lane >2]
Eurocode UK NA (2008) [All Lanes]
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BS 5400 (UK 2006) 
In the context of United Kingdom, BS 5400-2006 adopts a different classification for 
traffic load to HA and HB. While HA loading represents normal traffic in Great Britain, 
HB loading is an abnormal vehicle unit loading with both loadings inclusive of impact. 
Furthermore, HA loading consists of uniformly distributed load (UDL) and can be used 
in the case of long span bridge. Figure 2-8 below shows Live Loading curve HA UDL. 
 
Figure 2-8 BS 5400 Live Loading curve HA UDL [2006] 
 
2.2.1 European Load Models 
The development of a European loading code for loading on bridges began in the late 
1980s. While the developed load model was calibrated for loaded lengths less than 200 
m, the code states that load models for longer loaded lengths may be defined in the 
National Annex or for specific projects, but that its use is ‘safe-sided’ for loaded lengths 
over 200 m.  
Based on different loading situation, Eurocode introduced four load models namely 
Load Model 1 (Concentrated and distributed loads), Load Model 2 (Single axle load), 
Load Model 3 (Set of special vehicles) and Load Model 4 (Crowd loading-5 KN/m 2) 
(CEN 2003). The Normal Load model (LM1) account for the worst combination of 
standard vehicles expected to occur in 5% of bridge, which happen once in 50-year 
lifetime. It means (50/0.05) 1000-year return period. As shown in Figure 2-9. For a 
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notional lane width of 3m, the UDL values for Lanes 1 is 27 kN/m, reducing to 7.5 
kN/m for other lanes. When considering long span load effects, while the uniform load 
for Lane 1 is notably higher than values defined in other codes of practice while the 
values for the remaining lanes are lower. 
 
Figure 2-9 Eurocode normal loading (CEN 2003) 
 
2.2.2 Chinese Load Model 
The first highway design standard of new China was published in 1951. This standard 
specified a vehicle train which representted several standard vehicles in conjunction 
with a heavy vehicle. The design grades included Veh-6, Veh -8, Veh -10, Veh -13 and 
Veh -18, where the number represented the weight (t) of standard vehicles. The heavy 
vehicle was defined as 5t heavier than standard vehicles. This standard only adopted to 
the short span bridges (JTJ 1951).  
This was followed by the introduction of ‘Highway Design and Construction Standard’ 
in 1956 that marked the inclusion of HGV-30, HGV-60, and HGV-80t in traffic load 
classification (JTJ 1956). The added load models met the requirements of military 
vehicles. The standard still only applied to the short span bridges.   
In the following years, the modification in standards focused on the classification of 
traffic load. For instance, by the end of the year 1997, the classification of traffic load 
in JTJ 001-97 was simplified to Veh-10, Veh -20, Car-20Ex, Track-laying vehicle-50, 
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Trailer-100, and Trailer-120. Table 2-1 shows the vehicle train composition of Veh-10, 
Veh -20, Car-20Ex. The Track-laying vehicle-50, Trailer-100, and Trailer-120 only 
applied to specific roads.  
Table 2-1 Vehicle train composition of Veh-10, Veh -20, Car-20Ex 
 Standard Vehicle Heavy vehicle Gaps  
Veh-10 10 kN 15 kN 15m 
Veh-20 20 kN 30 kN 15m 
Veh-20Ex 20 kN 45 kN 15m 
For long span bridges, JTJ 001-97 considered a longitudinal reduction factor. The 
longitudinal reduction factor function is specified as: 
α(L) = 0.97913 − 4.7184 × 10−5𝐿 (2-1) 
where L is loaded length, α(L) is longitudinal reduction factor. The design period is 100 
years. 
Furthermore, JTJ 001-97 introduced reduction factors for multilane structures, which 
are shown in Table 2-2. The traffic lanes are assumed to be fully loaded when a structure 
has 1 or 2 lanes. While the road included more than 2 lanes, the traffic load should 
divide by factor shown in Table 2-2. 
Table 2-2 JTJ 001-97 reduction factors for multi-lane bridges 




1 2 2.34 2.68 3.0 3.3 3.64 4.0 
 
2.2.1 Current Chinese Load Model 
In China traffic loading for bridge design is specified as’Highway Class 1’ and 
‘Highway Class 2’ by the D60 code of practice (2015). Each class consists of a uniform 
load and a point load. For instance, highway class 1 contains lane load and one single 
vehicle load, and the extreme values should be taken as the maximum of these two 
combinations. The standard value of uniform load is 10.5 kN/m. However, the point 
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load depends on span, for instance, when span is no more than 5m, point load is 270 
kN; when span exceed 50 m, point load equal to 360 kN; when span is between 5 m 
and 50 m, point load is interpolate linearly (D60 2015). The longitudinal discount factor 
is applied when span is longer than 150m. The specific values of factor are summarized 
in Table 2-3. In term of multiple lane reduction factor, As shown in Table 2-4, for single 
lane, the traffic load should be multiplied by amplification factor, for multiple lane, the 
reduction factor should be considered.  
Table 2-3 Longitudinal discount factor 
Span L(m) Factor Span L(m) Factor 
150<L<400 0.97 600<L<1000 0.94 
400≤L<600 0.96 L≥1000 0.93 
600<L<800 0.95 - - 
 
Table 2-4 Multiple lane reduction factor 
Lanes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
factor 1.20 1.00 0.78 0.67 0.60 0.55 0.52 0.50 
 
2.3 Traffic Micro-simulation 
Driving behaviour in free flowing traffic can generally be replicated using models such 
as the Poisson arrival process, normalised headway model or the headway distribution 
statistics model (Bailey 1996;Crespo-Minguillón and Casas 1997; O'Brien and Caprani 
2005). As driving behaviour significantly influences congested traffic, its modelling is 
more complex.  
Recent studies have used micro-simulation to represent traffic behaviour in congested 
conditions on long-span bridges. Cellular automata, where the bridge is divided into 
cells considers lane changing behaviour, but not the variability of vehicle lengths and 
gaps (Chen et al. 2011). Car following models combined with lane changing models 
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have been used to determine long span loading effects under a variety of congestion 
types (Caprani 2010; Enright et al. 2013a; Caprani et al. 2016; Carey et al. 2017; Lipari 
et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2019b). Importantly these models have highlighted that the 
critical conditions for long span loading is not always the widely-used full-stop 
condition, but can be slow moving traffic (O'Brien et al. 2015; Caprani et al. 2016). 
This can occur because full-stop queues consider only one realisation of vehicles on the 
bridge compared to recurring congestion where the frequency of occurrence is much 
higher. 
A drawback of micro-simulation however is that there is limited data available to 
calibrate the vehicle models (O'Brien et al. 2012; Lipari 2013b), and despite recent 
advances (Carey et al. 2018) it can be computationally intense. Combining a gap model 
with a suitable arrival process with has advantages in that it is computationally efficient 
and can more readily used for assessment of long span bridges by practitioners (Hendy 
et al. 2015). 
 
2.4 Monte Carlo Simulation 
2.4.1 Background 
The Monte Carlo (MC) method consists of solving various problems of computational 
mathematics using the construction of some random process for each such problem 
(Shreĭder et al. 1966). This construction involves the parameters of the process equal 
to the required quantities of the problem. As discussed by Buslenko (1966), these 
quantities are determined approximately using observations of the random process and 
the computation of its statistical characteristics, which are approximately equal to the 
required parameters. 
One early version of the Monte Carlo method can be seen in the Buffon's needle 
experiment conducted in 1777 aimed at estimating π by dropping needles on a floor 
made of parallel and equidistant strips (Livio 2008). As shown in Figure 2-10, the 
probability that a needle falls and lies over a crack is 2/π; if experimenter drops a needle 





Figure 2-10 Needle lies over a crack or not, and the probability of a needle cross the 
crack (DataGenetics 2015) 
Thus, comparing with the definition of MC, the random process is dropping a needle; 
the statistical characteristic is 2/π; the required parameter is π. Through repeated tests, 
the approximation of π will be more accurate. 
2.4.2 Current Applications 
Biology Engineering  
Presently, the Monte Carlo method is recognised and applied to wide investigation areas 
such as chemistry, physics, biology, etc.with the improvement of statistics method and 
computer power. For instance, Howlader et al. (2018) used Monte Carlo to simulate 
solubility of CO2 in triglycerides. The knowledge of solubility of different gases in 
triglycerides is required to design efficient cell disruption processes for biodiesel 
production from wet biomass (Howlader et al. 2018). Howlader et al. (2018) inputted 
several parameters (volume, configurational regrowth, particle swap) of solubility of 
CO2 in triglycerides to a Monte Carlo simulation software, MCCCS-MN and repeated 
simulations tens of thousands of times in one experiment. 
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Materials Engineering  
Designing and modelling of new modern materials requires sophisticated numerical 
methods. For example, the progress in nanotechnology causes a necessity of large-scale 
atomic simulations (Chrobak et al. 2018). In general, many physical properties can be 
described and explained by formation of clusters as a group of atoms (or objects) with 
collective behavior. Hence, cluster-based Monte Carlo simulation shows an advantage 
in estimating the behavior of a group of atoms (or objects) for which coherent change 
of some system property (positions, angles, directions of magnetic moment etc.) 
determines its behavior (Baumgärtner et al. 2012) (Metropolis et al. 1953).  
2.4.3 Bridge Loading Applications 
The ability to estimate the traffic load effects in a lifetime is essential for cost-effective 
bridge maintenance and repair programs (Enright et al. 2013a). A common approach is 
to use statistical distributions derived from weigh-in-motion measurements as the basis 
for the Monte Carlo simulation of traffic (Enright et al. 2013c). By modifying the 
assumptions, Monte Carlo simulations can estimate bridge response well for short and 
medium span bridges. Indeed the MC method has been used to estimate lifetime 
extreme traffic load effects in many bridge studies and projects.   
In the case of MC traffic simulation, firstly, the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) 
and Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of each parameter of traffic are derived 
from Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) data. The parameters can incorporate Gross Vehicle 
Weight (GVW), the number of axles, maximum spacing axle load, HGV flow, speed 
and so on. Then, a random number generation will be triggered with each random 
number used to pick a value from each parameter distributions; these parameters will 
form a new vehicle. The simulated vehicles are combined to form a traffic stream which 
is passed over an influence line to establish the bridge response. The simulation is 
usually run for a sufficiently long time to estimated lifetime maxima. 
The Monte Carlo method has been widely investigated in modelling traffic loading on 
bridges. For example, for increasing the accuracy of the simulation, Iman et al. (1982) 
introduced a correlation matrix which was estimated from the measured data, the 
simulation was indicated because the correlation matrix generated random value for 
each variable.  
Furthermore, GVW and number of axles of HGV can be estimated by ‘semi-parametric’ 
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approach. Specifically, vehicles’ GVW and number of axles were established thought 
two different statistics according to a threshold value (i.e. above the threshold, the 
empirical distribution would be used; below the threshold, the bivariate normal 
distribution will be used) (Enright et al. 2013c). It effectively improved the fit between 
estimation and empirical distribution. Comparing Monte Carlo simulation with normal 
extrapolation method, MC simulation suffered less influence of few extreme measured 
values than extrapolation. According to Gindy and Nassif (2007), the variation in results 
was up to 33% due to the extrapolation process.  
Nevertheless, MC simulation allows to estimate vehicles that are not observed, it highly 
fit the requirements of estimating lifetime maxima. Getachew (2003) indicated 
advanced Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) technology has been used in many countries to 
collect traffic load data in recent years. However, performing this kind of measurement 
is not only time-consuming but also very expensive (Getachew 2003). Thus, he 
recommends using the Monte Carlo simulation technique to generate that provide good 
agreement with results from a long term of WIM measurements, based on shorter WIM 
measurement series.   
Additionally, Getachew (2003) used MC simulation to estimate the vehicle weight and 
vehicle length based on WIM data from four different regions of the E4 road in the 
north, east, west and south of Sweden. Queues of different lengths were created and the 
weight of each determined. Figure 2-11 illustrates the distribution of queue weights for 
a 400 m long vehicle queue. By comparing the WIM data and MC, Getachew (2003) 
extracted the 98th and 99.96th percentile from the distribution functions of the queue 
weight and plotted them at Figure 2-12. In conclusion, Getachew indicated that the 
queue weight distribution obtained using the MC simulated and the WIM data agreed 




Figure 2-11 An example of a comparison between queue weight distributions 
calculated using WIM data and MC generated vehicle data. For 400 meters queue 
length. A) Histogram B) Probability distribution function (Getachew 2003). 
 
Figure 2-12 Comparison of queue weight values at different levels, calculated using 
(Getachew 2003) 
 
2.5 Bootstrapping  
2.5.1 Background 
Bootstrapping refers to the use of limited sample data through repeated sampling to re-
establish a new sample that represents the parent sample distribution (Efron and 
Tibshirani 1994). As discussed by Kuonen (2018), it is a general tool for confidence 
intervals and assessment of uncertainty. The term ‘bootstrap’ is taken from a eighteenth 
century stories of The Adventures of Baron Munchhausen by Rudolph Erich Raspe 
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where the Baron, finding himself at the bottom of a deep lake, ‘thought to pull himself 
up by his bootstraps’ (Johnson 2001). Efron (1979) introduced bootstrapping as a 
general method for assessing the statistical accuracy of an estimator. Bootstrapping 
found an immediate place in statistical theory and, more slowly, in practice (although 
well suited to the computer age). 
2.5.2 Theory  
The basic theory of bootstrap includes simulation of data from one or more plausible 
‘models’ through the application of the same procedure to the simulated data sets as 
was applied to the original data (Kuonen 2018). It is quite useful when the sample size 
is small and standard assumptions invalid, e.g. n small, data not normal; standard 
problem has non-standard twist; standard methods can fail; complex problem has no 
(reliable) theory (Kushary 2012). An example of parametric bootstrap workflow is 
shown in Figure 2-13. Nonparametric bootstrapping is defined as that new data are 
simulated by sampling with replacement from the original data, and parameters are 
calculated either directly from the empirical distribution, or by applying a model to this 
surrogate data (Shalizi 2013). The workflow of nonparametric bootstrap is shown in 
Figure 2-14. 
 
Figure 2-13 Schematic for parametric bootstrap simulation (Kuonen 2018) 
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Figure 2-14 Schematic for nonparametric bootstrap simulation (Kuonen 2018) 
 
2.5.3 Current Applications 
Bootstrapping found an immediate place in statistical theory and, more slowly, in 
practice (although well suited to the computer age), it has been applied on many areas 
such as market analysis and physical/biological/chemical experimental analysis. 
Matsuyama (2018) introduced the bootstrap method to the analysis of particle size 
distribution. In particle size analysis (PSD analysis), a common question is how many 
particles should be counted for a precise analysis. The bootstrap method would be 
suitable to use in the evaluation of the particle size distribution analysis because of his 
simplicity, flexibility, nonparametric (Matsuyama 2018). Figure 2-15 shown the 
workflow of applying bootstrap on analysis of particle size distribution, where the Ɵ* 
is a vector of particle size from simulation.  
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Figure 2-15 Schematic illustration of the procedure of bootstrap method (Matsuyama 
2018). 
In order to investigate how many particles should be counted for a precise analysis, 
Matsuyama (2018) did different number of bootstrap iteration to determine the 
appropriate number of particles. According to Figure 2-16, although different sample 
sets shows different result (data not shown), the number of the bootstrap repetitions (B 
≥ 5000) which the total number of particles are more than 5,000,000 seemed 
satisfactory for the cases.  
 
Figure 2-16 An example of the relationship between particles size and the number of 
bootstrap iterations (Matsuyama 2018). 
In fact, the Bootstrap method is useful for evaluating the confidence interval of PSD 
data because of its simplicity, flexibility and nonparametric features. The confidence 
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interval of any statistical quantity of interest can be estimated with the simple protocol 
shown above with a measured present sample. Because a wide range of applications of 
the bootstrap method has already been developed, one expects that it will find broader 
applications in the particle size analysis in the future (Matsuyama 2018).  
O'Brien and Enright (2011) apply the bootstrap method on modelling same-direction 
two-lane traffic for short and medium span bridge loading where they divide vehicles 
into traffic scenarios, as shown in Figure 2-17. Then, they bootstrap the traffic scenarios 
to generate the vehicle team. Specifically a scenario is selected at random from all 
scenarios corresponding to the specific flow rate. For a given traffic flow rate, each 
scenario has an equal probability of selection, and this means that the measured relative 
frequencies of the parameters defining the scenarios are reproduced in the simulation.  
 
Figure 2-17 Traffic scenario (O'Brien and Enright 2011) 
O’Brien and Enright introduce the Kernel density estimators to improve their simulated 
data, which is replacing each data point by a kernel function and summing these 
functions gives a better estimate. Figure 2-18 shows the simulated and measured daily 
maximum load effects of uncorrelated bootstrap simulation, smoothed bootstrap 
simulation, measured. It is clear that smoothed bootstrap simulation shows a quite good 
fit with measured.  
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Figure 2-18 Simulated and measured daily maximum load effects (O'Brien and 
Enright 2011) 
Furthermore O'Brien and Enright (2011) note that smoothed bootstrap provides a better 
fit to measured data across the range of key loading event types than is obtained with a 
model which does not include any correlation effects. The effects of correlation on 




Chapter 3 Bridge Loading Simulation 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter determines site specific long span bridge load intensities using WIM data 
and existing simulation techniques, namely Monte Carlo and bootstrapping methods. 
The load intensities of varying loaded lengths are determined under recurring ‘rush hour’ 
type congestion. The load intensity has been extrapolated to 75 and 1000 years return 
periods. A detailed comparison is made between measured and simulated load 
intensities. 
 
3.2 Bridge Load Effect / Load Intensity 
3.2.1 Influence Line  
An influence line represents the variation of load effect, e.g. total load, reaction, shear, 
moment, or deflection, at a specific point in a member as a concentrated force moves 
over the member (Hibbeler and Hwee 2012). Influence lines can therefore illustrate 
various kind of load effects or load intensities on a bridge crossed by vehicular traffic. 
Figure 3-1 shows the total load influence line for a 1 kN load on a 2000 m loaded length, 
i.e. it represents the total load on a 2000 m beam when a 1 kN concentrated force move 
across it. 
 
Figure 3-1 Total load influence line (1 kN) on 2000m span  
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Figure 3-2 illustrates a common Heavy Good Vehicle (HGV) in Europe - the HGV has 
5 axles with 3.8, 5.7, 1.33 and 1.33 m axle spacings and a total weight of 392.4 kN 
(Caprani 2005). Figure 3-3 illustrates the build-up of total load as each axle of the 
vehicle enters a sample structure of loaded length 20 m. The response of each axle is 
determine by scaling the influence line in proportion to the axle weight, with the 
response of each axle offset in the x direction in proportion to the axle distance. The 
total effect of the vehicle is then the sum of the response of each axle. 
 
Figure 3-2 Axle load and spacings of a common 5 axle HGV (after Enright 2010) 
 
Figure 3-3 Total load on 20 m loaded length structure due to sample HGV 
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Bridge Type Modelled 
For this thesis while bridge loaded lengths of 500, 1000 and 1500 m are modelled, the 
1000 m loaded length is used most frequently as it seen to represents a large number of 
relevant structures. In order to determine the effect of congested vehicle traffic on long 
span structures, a total load influence line is used in this thesis. The load intensity (kN/m) 
on the structure can be determined by dividing the total load on the structure divided 
by the loaded length. While not an actual ‘load effect’, the study of total load or load 
intensity is suitable for long span structures where critical loading events are typically 
caused by the cumulative effect of closely spaced vehicles with a high average load 
over the full loaded length. A high level of lateral load distribution is assumed with lane 
factors of 1.0 assumed for lanes within the structure. Two lanes of traffic are typically 
modelling, with free flowing traffic in the opposite direction assumed to be negligible 
for the purposes of this study. 
 
3.3 Traffic Data 
3.3.1 Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) 
Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) is the process by which vehicles and their axles are weighed 
while the vehicle travels at full highway speed (Quilligan 2003). WIM systems can 
continuously collect vehicle information in a relative long period and has been widely 
used for vehicle data collection. An example of a Weigh-in-Motion system is shown in 
Figure 3-4. The typical response from a WIM sensor is illustrated in Figure 3-5 
 




Figure 3-5 WIM sensor response detail (after Otto et al. 2017) 
3.3.2 WIM Data used in this thesis 
In this thesis, vehicle data is taken from the U.S. Federal Highway Administration’s 
(FHWA) Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) program. Under this program, data 
was collected under strict guidelines to ensure that it is of research quality (Walker and 
Cebon 2012). The data was collected in the period 2005–2011 and contain 65.7 million 
HGVs from 17 sites in 16 states in USA (Leahy et al. 2014).  
For this work one year of WIM data (from 2nd January to 31st December 2008) from 
both lanes of the westbound I-40 in Tennessee, USA is used (Figure 3-6). Data from 
weekends and public holidays was removed and the data processed to remove any 
erroneous records in line with established guidance (Enright and OBrien 2011; Leahy 
2013). Approximately 2.6% of the records were removed, resulting in a dataset of 
approximately 4 million vehicles. 
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Figure 3-6 WIM data collection location (N 35.71° W 88.66°) 
 
Figure 3-7 Boxplot of I-40 westbound hourly traffic flows 
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Figure 3-8 Percentage of HGVs in I-40 traffic flows  
The site had a moderate Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) flow of 34,862 vehicles 
in 2008, with an average of 5,251 HGVs per weekday in the westbound direction. 
Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 illustrate the variation in traffic flow and percentage of HGVs 
throughout the day (for both lanes). While the percentage of HGVs is very high during 
night-time periods, this corresponds to periods of low traffic flow. 
 
3.4 Recurring Congestion 
Recent studies have highlighted that the critical conditions for long span loading is not 
always the widely-used full-stop condition, but can be slow moving traffic (OBrien et 
al. 2015a; C.C. Caprani et al. 2016). This can occur because full-stop queues consider 
only one realisation of vehicles on the bridge compared to recurring congestion where 
the frequency of occurrence is much higher.  
For the purpose of this thesis recurring ‘daily rush hour’ type congestion only is 
considered. WIM data will be used to simulate daily recurring congestion to determine 
the 75- and 1000-year load intensities for a notional long span structure. The congestion 
is assumed to have a constant speed of 18 km/h with the relevant gap curve selected 
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from Figure 3-9. The mode of this distribution is approximately 5.4 m, compared to a 
mode of approximately 1.2 m for fully stopped conditions (Koshini 1985).  
 
Figure 3-9 Beta distributions of bumper to bumper vehicles gaps for slow moving 
(Bailey 1996) and fully-stopped traffic (Koshini 1985) 
At the Tennessee site, the period of highest flow is between 16.00-17.00 with a median 
flow of approximately 1300 vehicles per hour per two lanes and a median percentage 
of HGVs of 28%. The site is representative of a rural location with moderate traffic 
flow. 
It is to be noted that the percentage of HGVs in the traffic flow is known to decrease 
with increasing traffic flow as professional drivers plan their driving patterns to avoid 
regular delays (Hallenbeck et al. 1997). The percentage HGVs in the traffic flow at this 
site would be expected to drop to below 15% for congested conditions (A. Lipari et al. 
2017), however for the purpose of this example no changes have been made to the WIM 
dataset which is deemed to be a conservative assumption.  
The recurring congestion is assumed to occur for one hour for each workday in a year. 
Typically, one year has 50 working weeks, each with 5 workdays. Hence, the number 
of simulation days is determined as 250 days, i.e. workdays in a week × workweeks in 
a year = 5×50 = 250. The traffic data is from the highest flow time, 16.00-17.00. 
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3.5 Free-flow to Congested Conditions 
WIM data is typically collected under free flowing traffic conditions, with many WIM 
technologies unable to collect reliable data during congestion due to the acceleration 
and deceleration of passing vehicles (FHWA 2014). To simulate congested conditions 
it is important to allow for the increase in lane density and for the tendency of vehicles 
to change lane. 
As vehicles approach the congestion location, lane density increases as the gaps 
between vehicles decrease. Rather than adopting a single value, beta-distributed 
bumper to bumper gaps are considered which allow for varying gap distributions for 
different traffic speeds (Figure 3-9) as described in the above section.  
If no lane changing is undertaken, a large difference in queue lengths between Lanes 1 
and 2 would develop due to the differing flows in these lanes under free flow conditions 
(Figure 3-10). This is not realistic and therefore it is important to model the lane 
changing. 
 
Figure 3-10 Different queue lengths with no lane changing (Tennessee I-40 West data; 
16.00-17.00) 
The vehicle arrival sequence is taken directly from the free-flowing WIM dataset. As 
vehicles may change lane as traffic becomes congested, a set of the lane changing 
criteria is used to redistribute lane assignments from the free-flowing to congested 
conditions (Micu et al. 2019a). The model assigns a probability of lane changing based 
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on the vehicle type and the difference in queue length. The difference in queue length 
is important because if the queue in the adjacent lane is much shorter than that in the 
lane of travel, the probability of a vehicle changing lane will be higher. To account for 
this, an ‘inter-lane gap ratio’ is used. This ratio is defined as the difference in length 
between the queue in the lane of travel and the adjacent lane divided by the length of 
the approaching vehicle (Figure 3-11). A ratio is used in place of the difference in queue 
length (inter lane gap) alone, as, for an inter lane gap of say 20 m, a longer vehicle will 
be less likely to change lane compared to that of a shorter vehicle.  





Figure 3-11 Specification of inter lane gap ratio 
A lower probability of lane changing is assigned to HGVs based on previous studies 
(Figure 3-13) (Ricketts and Page 1997). The lane changing process results in a greater 
number of HGV platoons forming, which is significant for long-span bridge traffic load 
effects (Enright et al. 2012).  
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Figure 3-12 Parameter Set A lane change model 
 
Figure 3-13 Parameter Set B lane change model used to study sensitivity 
As shown in Figure 3-14, after applying the lane change model, the difference between 
two lanes queue length has been significantly reduced compared to those shown in 
Figure 3-11.  
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Figure 3-14 Diff queue length in Tennessee I-40 West at 16-17.00, with lane changing 
 
3.6 Extrapolation  
In order to determine the bridge response or, in the case of this thesis, the load intensity 
for a given return period, the daily maximum values for each simulation type are plotted 
on a Gumbel probability paper plot (Chambers et al. 1983). The y-axis ordinate, or 
Standard Extremal Variate (SEV), is given by:  
SEV(z) = −ln [−ln (F(z))] (3-1) 
The reason for using double ln scale is that the logarithm will not change the nature and 
correlation of the data and the scale of the variable is compressed, the variance is 
reduced, the volatility is relatively stable. F(z) is the probability of non-exceedance 
which is defined as: 







The right side of equation is the empirical probability, n+1 is made F(z) ≠ 1. It is this 
probability that is used to identify the plotting position (Caprani 2005).  
The maximum daily bridge response or load intensity is extrapolated to a 75-year return 
period for AASHTO and a 1000-year return period for Eurocode studies. As noted 
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above, for studies undertaken in this thesis, each year is assumed to have 50 working 
weeks of data with 5 working days per week. To determine the SEV for a return period 
of 75 years is as follows: 
1 −
1
5 × 50 × 75
= 0.999947 
Converting it to Gumbel probability paper gives: 
G = ln(− ln 0.999947) = 9.839 
Similarly, for a 1000 year return period: 
1 −
1
5 × 50 × 1000
= 0.999996 
ln(− ln 0.999996) = 12.429 
The trend in the tail of the data is of interest in the case of extreme loading where the 
cumulative distribution function has a significant change by Castillo (2012). Extreme 
values are therefore extrapolated by means of a linear fit to the top 2√𝑛 data points 
(Castillo 2012; OBrien et al. 2015b).  
Figure 3-15 illustrates a plot of daily maximum load intensities for congested traffic 
using the lane changing parameter sets described in the previous section. Each data 
point represent a daily maximum value. The data is plotted on Gumbel probability paper 
where the y-axis ordinate representing the Standard Extremal Variate (SEV). The 
loaded length is 500 m and study time is 16-17.00. In the case of this graph, the load 
intensities can be seen to be insensitive to the exact values of the lane changing 
parameters chosen, but sensitive to the adoption of a lane changing model.  
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Figure 3-15 Load intensities corresponding to different lane change parameters 
The lane change parameter Set A is used in this work. In the remainder of this study, 
the WIM data with the gap distribution and lane changing conditions applied is referred 
to as the ‘measured’ congestion data. 
 
3.7 Simulation Method  
Due to the large WIM dataset available, the baseline simulation used in this study 
primarily adopts a bootstrapping approach where random vehicles are repeatedly drawn 
from the observed data (Tibshirani and Efron 1993). This is an alternative to Monte 
Carlo type simulations where samples are generated from statistical distributions of 
vehicle characteristics as illustrated in Figure 3-16. For Monte Carlo simulation, the 
total number of daily vehicles is re-sampled from a Cumulative Distribution Function 
(CDF) of the number of measured daily vehicles for the period of study. Then, the daily 
vehicles are randomly picked until the total number of simulated vehicles is reached for 
that day. The process creates a new traffic volume but as data is being selected for a 
specific period of the day only, the percentages of cars and HGVs are inherently 
contained within the data. 
Figure 3-17 shows the workflow of simulation process used. The total number of daily 
vehicles is drawn from the observed data. Then, vehicles are bootstrapped until the total 
Load Intensity (kN/m) 
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number of simulated vehicles is reached for that day. As for the Monte Carlo method, 
the process creates a new traffic volume but as data is being selected for a specific 
period of the day only, the percentages of cars and HGVs are inherently contained 
within the data. 
 
Figure 3-16 Workflow of Monte Carlo simulation (Enright et al. 2013c) 
 
Figure 3-17 Workflow of bootstrapping simulation  
The vehicles to create the congestion event are drawn from the time period of the 
congested event, and are assigned a lane of travel in proportion to the observed data. 
Vehicle gap and lane changing models are then applied as per the methodology 
described in Section 3.5 to transform free-flow WIM to congested conditions. 
 
3.8 Results  
Figure 3-18 shows measured and simulated maximum daily total load intensities for a 
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500 m loaded length. The load intensities are extrapolated to a 1000-year return period 
which corresponds to that of the Eurocode. In general, the Monte Carlo and 
bootstrapping simulations show a poor fit with the measured data. The mean (SEV=0) 
load intensity is captured, but the simulations do not capture the effects of heavy or 
light load events. Specifically these random sampling simulation methods 
underestimate load intensities by approximately 15% at a 1000-year return period 
(Table 3-1).  
 
Figure 3-18 Measured and simulated maximum daily bridge load intensities 
 
Table 3-1 Comparison of total load intensity values 
Method Load Intensity 
(kN/m)  
Difference 
Measured  18.26 - 
Bootstrapping  15.38 -15.77% 
Monte Carlo  15.45 -15.38% 
Load Intensity (kN/m) 
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In addition, as shown in Figure 3-19, when the loaded length increases to 1000 or 1500 
m the difference between measured and simulated results further increases to 
approximately 26-29%.  
 
 
Figure 3-19 Load intensities for 1000-year return period corresponding to different 
loaded lengths 
 
3.9 Discussion  
As illustrated above, both bootstrapping and Monte Carlo simulation methods 
underestimated the load intensities. A primary reason for this is the fact that there may 
be a correlation between the weights of successive vehicles which the random sampling 
methods do not capture.  
Figure 3-20 shows the critical load pattern that causes a heavy load intensity for the 
1000 m loaded length. For the purposes of illustration the 4th maximum load intensity 
was chosen as it was representative of the top 10 patterns studied. In this figure the 
GVW of each vehicle is plotted against its length. Each bar therefore represents a 
vehicle. Cars are indicated by bars of low height (<35 kN), whereas HGVs are indicated 
by bars of greater height. With the bars of differing heights, in proportion to the vehicle 
weight, it is possible to quickly identify platoons of HGVs that may be present. As 
expected the perecentage of HGVs is greater in Lane 1 than Lane 2, with the presence 
of the long HGV platoon in Lane 1 the prime reason for the high load intensity.  
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Figure 3-20 Load pattern for high load intensity event 
There are multiple reasons why a HGV platoon may form. For example, car drivers 
often prefer to avoid driving between HGVs. HGV drivers also prefer to drive in a 
platoon to reduce air friction and thus save fuel. Capturing the distribution of measured 
HGVs is difficult when using random sampling techniques. 
Figure 3-21 shows the length of platoons in Lane 1 from measured and simulated 
congestion events. Typically, bootstrapping and Monte Carlo simulations estimated 
more short platoons that had less than 3 HGVs. On the other hand the measured data 
had more long platoons, i.e. more than 7 HGVs.  
  
a b 
Figure 3-21 Length of platoon in Lane 1: a) 1-14No HGVs;  b) 7-14No HGVs  
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3.10 Conclusions  
This study investigates recurring congestion on long span bridges. A large WIM dataset 
from a site in the USA is used to demonstrate the process. Free-flowing Weigh-in-
Motion (WIM) data is converted into a ‘measured’ congested traffic stream using lane 
changing and gap distribution models. Recurring rush hour type congestion is simulated 
for 1 hour per day for 250 workdays. The total load intensities for 500, 1000, 1500 m 
loaded lengths are determined for a 1000-year return period. 
It is shown that random sampling simulation methods such as Monte Carlo 
bootstrapping underestimated bridge load intensities. While the methods contain 
representative percentages of HGVs, the primary reason for the difference is that the 
random simulations do not capture correlations between HGVs, i.e. the HGV platoons 




Chapter 4 Long Span Scenario 
Modelling 
4.1 Introduction  
This chapter details a method of simulating load effects or load intensities on long span 
bridges termed ‘Long Span Scenario Modelling’ (LSSM). The ‘scenarios’ are blocks of 
vehicles extracted from a stream which contain the inherent correlations between 
vehicle weights and positions. The correlation in load intensity between successive 
scenarios is explicitly modelled. The scenarios can be used to simulate congested 
conditions for the required number of congestion events. 
 
4.2 Methodology  
A significant number of parameters are required to fully describe a congested traffic 
stream. The number increases with the length of the stream as they include Gross 
Vehicle Weight (GVW), in-lane and adjacent lane positioning of each vehicle. A 
significant advantage of extracting scenarios from measured traffic data is that the 
scenarios automatically contain the vehicle parameters and their correlations (O'Brien 
and Enright 2011).  
 
Figure 4-1 Long Span Scenario Modelling (LSSM) process 
The proposed ‘Long Span Scenario Modelling’ (LSSM) process is illustrated in Figure 
Site Specific WIM 
data (free-flowing)
Extract scenarios 










effects to required 
return period
Apply congestion 
gap and lane 
changing models
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4-1. The process takes site specific WIM data and determines load intensities for long 
span bridges for a given return period. The WIM data, generally collected under free-
flow conditions, is first modified to simulate a congested traffic stream from which 
‘scenarios’ are then extracted. Correlations between parameters within the sampled 
length are implicitly included in each scenario, however correlation between successive 
scenarios needs to be explicitly modelled. The extracted scenarios are used to simulate 
congested conditions for the required number of congestion events. The maximum load 
intensity is calculated for each event and the results extrapolated for the required return 
period. 
 
4.3 Free-flow to Congested Traffic 
The process to convert free flowing traffic to congested traffic is described in detail in 
Section 3.5 of the previous chapter. 
 
4.4 Scenario Extraction 
The next step of the LSSM process is to extract the traffic scenarios. A number of 
methods were studied to ‘segment’ the traffic stream into scenarios of a target length. 
Scenario lengths of 50 and 150 m were studied to determine a suitable target length.  
4.4.1 Scenario Segmenting Process 
A sample segmentation is illustrated in Figure 4-2a for a two lane carriageway. This is 
the simplest case where the scenario cut line falls within the inter-vehicle gaps in each 
lane. If the cut line coincides with a HGV in either lane, the scenario length is extended 
to the front of the following vehicle (Figure 4-2b). In cases where the cut line coincides 
with a car, the scenario is created but the car is removed (Figure 4-2c). This facilitates 
ease of joining scenarios when congestion events are simulated. Extracted scenarios are 
sorted into bins relating to the hour of the day in which they occurred. When assembling 
scenarios (described in detail in Section 4.7 below), in cases where the gap between 
vehicles in successive scenariosis, gj, is greater than 10 m (Figure 4-2d) a car is inserted 
into the space (Figure 4-2e). While the weight of a car is small compared to that of a 
HGV for the purpose of long span load intensities as illustrated in Section 4.4.3, the 
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insertion offsets the removal of cars in the extraction process and ensures a consistent 
traffic stream. 
 
   a)     b) c)     d)     e)      
Figure 4-2 a-c) Extraction of scenarios from congested traffic streams; d-e) Assembly 
of scenarios  
Figure 4-3 illustrates the cut locations for 50 and 150 m target scenario lengths for 
scenarios extracted from the WIM data during 16-17.00. In both cases only 19% fall 



































































Figure 4-3 Number and proportion of cut locations in 50 m and 150 m scenarios.  
4.4.2 Variation in Scenario Lengths 
Due to the modified location of the cut line, the length of many scenarios is longer than 
the target length. Figure 4-4 illustrates the length distributions of scenarios with target 
lengths of 50 and 150 m. While the mode of each distribution is close to the target 
length, there tail of the distribution is notable. The longest extracted scenario for the 50 




Figure 4-4 Scenario length histogram a) 50 m; b) 150 m target lengths 
Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 illustrate examples of scenarios defined within the ‘measured’ 
congested traffic streams. The GVW of each vehicle is plotted against its length, with 
each bar therefore representing a vehicle. Cars are indicated by bars of low height 
50m scenarios ‘free cut’ 150m scenarios ‘free cut’ 
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whereas HGVs are indicated by bars of greater height. With the bars of differing heights, 
in proportion to the vehicle weight, it is possible to quickly identify platoons of HGVs 
that may be present. The segmented scenarios are marked by differing colours. The 
scenarios in Figure 4-5 contains the longest scenario (light green colour) in the 50 m 
target. The presence of a significant number of HGVs in both Lanes 1 and 2 forced the 
scenario extraction algorithm to continue until if found an appropriate gap / vehicle 
combination to make the cut as cuts through HGVs are not permitted (Figure 4-2b). A 
similar situation is illustrated in Figure 4-6 for the 150 m target scenarios. 
 
Figure 4-5 Example of 50 m scenarios (includes the longest scenarios) 
It is to be noted however that both these sample cases contain important vehicle data 
critical to long span load intensities. As such it is positive to see that the scenario 
segmentation process has maintained this information ensuring, as noted by O'Brien 
and Enright (2011), that ‘correlations between traffic parameters are implicitly included 
in each scenario’. 
 
Loaded Length (m) 
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Figure 4-6 Sample detail of 150 m scenarios (includes the longest scenarios) 
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4.4.3 Choice of 50 or 150 m Target Scenario Length 
Figure 4-7 compares the maximum daily load intensities generated by measured, 
bootstrapping and scenario modelling methods. The vehicles are running on a 500 m 
loaded length. Traffic data is taken from 08-09.00 am and the distances between 
vehicles in this case is taken as 1.5 m which assumes full stop conditions.  
 
Figure 4-7 Maximum daily load intensities for measured, scenario modelling, 
bootstrapping (full stop; 500 m loaded length; 08-09.00) 
It is evident from these results that the LSSM provides a better fit to the measured data 
than the bootstrapping method, with the 150 m scenario length providing the better fit 
of the two LSSM models. 
  
Load Intensity (kN/m) 
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Table 4-1 Comparison of load intensities for measured, LSSM and bootstrapping 
methods (total load; full stop; 500 m loaded length; 08-09.00) 
Simulation Method Load Intensity 
(1000 year return 
period) 
% Difference from 
Measured Value 
Measured 22.0 kN/m - 
50 m LSSM 20.7 kN/m 5.9% 
150 m LSSM 21.3 kN/m 3.2% 
Bootstrapping  19.8 kN/m 10.2% 
 
Figure 4-8 compares maximum daily load intensities using the recurring congestion 
condition. The vehicles are running on a 500 m loaded length at 16-17.00. The 
measured result has the largest load intensity on 1000 years return period, which is an 
load intensity of 18.26 kN/m. Load intensities from the LSSM results are between the 
measured and bootstrapping, with the 150 m scenario lengths giving a slightly better 
fit, however further study on the correlation effects is clearly necessary.  
 
Figure 4-8 Maximum daily load intensities of measured, scenario modelling, 
bootstrapping (full stop; 500 m loaded length; 16-17.00) 
Load Intensity (kN/m) 
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Table 4-2 Comparison of load intensities for measured, LSSM and bootstrapping 
methods (total load; full stop; 500 m loaded length; 16-17.00)   
Simulation Method Load Intensity (1000 
year return period) 
% Difference from 
Measured Value 
Measured 18.26 kN/m - 
50 m LSSM 15.85 kN/m -13.2% 
150 m LSSM 16.21 kN/m -11.2% 
Bootstrapping  15.37 kN/m -15.8% 
Based on the above study, a scenario length of 150 m has been chosen as it allows key 
traffic patterns to be captured, i.e. typically up to 6 HGVs in a convoy, while allowing 
for a significant number of scenarios to be captured. This can be important during night-
time periods when low traffic flows limit the length of the congested traffic stream. 
 
4.5 Correlation between Scenarios  
While the extracted scenarios automatically contain the vehicle parameters and their 
correlations, correlation between the load intensities of successive scenarios needs to 
be explicitly studied and modelled, particularly when the ratio of loaded length to 
scenario length is high. 
4.5.1 Correlation Coefficient  
The Pearson coefficient () is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables 
X and Y.  is between -1 and +1, where +1 indicates a positive linear correlation, 0 
indicates no linear correlation and -1 indicated a negative linear correlation.  





where 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑋, 𝑌) is covariance between X, Y. 
The Pearson coefficient () has two limitations. Firstly, the coefficient only suits linear 
correlations, for other complex correlations such as curvilinear correlation, the 
performance of Pearson coefficient is limited. Secondly, the extreme value has an 
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obvious impact on Pearson coefficient. In some cases it is necessary to delete or replace 
the extreme values in statistics (Patten and Newhart 2017).  
There are other two measures of rank correlation that are widely used are Spearman’s 
rho s, and Kendall’s tau, . The Spearman rank correlation coefficient is a non-
parametric statistical method that uses the rank size of two variables for linear 
correlation analysis and does not require the distribution of original variables. It is more 
applicable than the Pearson' coefficient but the accuracy is lower. The Kendall rank 
correlation coefficient is a rank correlation coefficient, which is used to reflect the 
correlation of classified variables and is applicable to the case that both variables are 
ordered classification (Patten and Newhart 2017). 
Figure 4-9 illustrates the correlation coefficients from two adjacent scenarios from a 
sample of 16,549 scenarios. While some difference between the three coefficients is to 
be expected, it is significant that all three illustrate a similar structures with an upward 
trend as the scenario intensity threshold increases. It is evident that there is a positive 
correlation in the load intensities of successive scenarios, particularly for heavier 
scenarios which are critical for long span load intensities. 
 
Figure 4-9 150 m scenarios intensity correlation using different measures 
The section of a measured congested traffic stream which generated the critical load 
intensity for a loaded length of 1000 m on a sample day is illustrated in Figure 4-10. As 
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per previous plots, the GVW of each vehicle is plotted against its length and the 
segmented scenarios are marked by differing colours. This critical load combination 
contains a platoon of moderately loaded HGVs with cars interspersed. The correlation 
between load intensities of successive scenarios is apparent and it is therefore important 
that any proposed simulation method allows for such critical vehicle combinations to 
be present. 
 
Figure 4-10 Details of traffic stream generating critical load intensity for a 1000 m 
loaded length 
4.5.2 Autocorrelation  
Autocorrelation is used in the analysis of time series in areas and signal processing. The 
term autocorrelation (or serial correlation) denotes the correlation of a random variable 
with a time-shifted version of itself (O'Brien and Enright 2011). A typical time series 
contains observations of a random variable X at equally spaced time intervals. The value 
of the random variable at each time t, Xt, is compared with the value of the variable at 
time ts, Xt-s, where s is some time lag. The coefficient of correlation is then calculated 
as a function of the time lag s, and this is referred to as the autocorrelation function: 
ρ(s) =




A series of scenario intensities can be considered as a time series at randomly spaced 
time intervals. The autocorrelation function represents the coefficient of correlation 
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between the intensity of each scenario (the leading scenario) and the scenario following 
it, between the leading scenario and the second scenario behind it, between the leading 
scenario and the third scenario behind it and so on. Figure 4-11 illustrates the 
autocorrelation function of measured 150 m scenario intensities. There is a distinct 
correlation between the first scenario and each of those that follow with an underlying 
level of correlation of above 15% for each successive scenario up to 10 lags from the 
first. The correlation coefficient for each successive scenario is similar, which indicates 
that similar weight scenarios tend to come together indicating that load events are 
caused by continuous similar weight scenarios. A random assembly of scenarios would 
ignore this correlation. Consequently critical peak loading events are underestimated. 
 
Figure 4-11 Measured 150 m scenario intensity autocorrelation function  
 
4.6 Correlation Modelling 
To allow for the correlation between successive scenarios, scenarios are subsorted into 
bins corresponding to their load intensity. The chosen bin width is generally 2 kN/m. A 
bin width of 4 kN/m is adopted for the 14-18 kN/m range due to the small number of 
scenarios with a load intensity greater than 16 kN/m. For each leading scenario, i, the 
load intensity of the following scenario, i+1, is recorded. In this example the load 
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intensity value represents the sum of loading from Lane 1 and Lane 2. 
The histogram of following load intensities for the bin of 14-18 kN/m scenarios is 
illustrated in Figure 4-12. A number of functions were fitted to the data, including 
normal, general extreme value, Weibull and gamma distributions. In order to quantify 
the goodness of fit for each distribution, a least square measure was applied (Castillo 
2012). The gamma distribution produced the best fit to the measured data and was 
therefore adopted.  
 
Figure 4-12 Histogram of following scenario load intensities for scenario bin of 14-18 
kN/m 
CDFs for the load intensities of the following scenarios for each bin are illustrated in 
Figure 4-13. The correlation between the load intensities of successive scenarios is 
again evident, particularly for the heavier intensities. For example, the cumulative 
probability that the following load intensity is less than 10 kN/m is 0.87 for the 2-4 
kN/m bin, but is only 0.54 for the 12-14 kN/m bin. 
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Figure 4-13 CDFs of following scenario load intensities 
4.7 Congestion Simulation 
To simulate a congestion event using the LSSM process, the hour of occurrence and 
duration of the congestion event must be selected. These are site specific values which 
relate to the traffic conditions at that location. The recurring congestion is assumed to 
occur for one hour for each workday in a year. As per Section 3.4 for this work traffic 
data is from the highest flow time at the Tennessee site, i.e. from 16.00-17.00. The 
number of simulation days is determined as 250 days, i.e. 5 workdays per for 50 
workweeks in a year. 
The first scenario is randomly selected from the relevant hour bin. A random number 
between 0-1 is selected and a value for the load intensity of the following scenario is 
determined from the relevant CDF (Figure 4-13). A scenario corresponding to closest 
value of this load intensity is then selected from the hour bin. The above process is 
repeated until the required length of congested traffic stream is generated. 
In cases where the gap between vehicles in successive scenarios, gj, is greater than 10 
m for slow moving congestion events, a car is inserted into the space (Figure 4-2e). 
While the weight of a car is small compared to that of a HGV for the purpose of long 
span load intensities as illustrated in Section 4.4.3, the insertion offsets the removal of 
cars in the extraction process and ensures a consistent traffic stream.  
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4.8 Results 
The daily maximum values for each simulation type are plotted in Figure 4-14 on a 
Gumbel probability paper plot (Chambers et al. 1983). Extreme values are extrapolated 
by means of a linear fit to the top 2√𝑛 data points (Castillo 2012; OBrien et al. 2015b). 
To allow potential comparison to Eurocode and AASHTO codes, lines corresponding 
to the 1000-year and 75-year return periods are added. 
 
Figure 4-14 Extrapolation of daily maximum load intensities to 75- and 1000-year 
return periods for each simulation method (1000 m loaded length) 
The 1000-year load intensity values for the different simulations methods are 
summarised in Table 4-3. The bootstrapping random sampling method underestimates 
the measured load intensity by 19.8%. The method does not allow for the inherent 
correlations present in the traffic data, which are clearly significant for long span load 
intensities. The baseline LSSM applies no correlation between successive scenarios. 
While it provides for a better representation of the traffic patterns, it underestimates the 
measured load intensity by 13.0%. Modelling the correlation between successive 
scenarios (LSSM incl correlation), while not providing a good fit to lighter load events, 
significantly improves the fit to the heavier load intensities which influence the 
extrapolation and provides for an excellent match to the extreme value from the 
measured data (negligible difference). 
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Table 4-3 Comparison of 1000-year load intensities for different simulations methods 
(1000 m loaded length) 
Simulation Method 
Load Intensity  
(Lane 1 + Lane 2) (kN/m) 
% 
Difference 
Measured 17.7 - 
Boostrapping (Random Sampling) 14.2 -19.8% 
LSSM  15.4 -13.0% 
LSSM incl Correlation 17.7 -0.0% 
Figure 4-15 shows differences of simulations and measured result for a range of loaded 
lengths. In general, the scenario modelling with correlation has the better performance 
than pure scenario modelling. Expanding scenario length can improve simulation, but 
the development is limited when extending scenario length to 500 m. Furthermore, with 
increasing of loaded length, the goodness of simulations is reducing, but 150 m scenario 
modelling with correlation shows a good and stable fit with measured results. The 
specific differences of simulations and measured are summarized in Table 4-4.  
Table 4-4 Difference of simulation to measured 1000 yr load intensity (total load)  
Load Length (m) 500 1000 1500 
Measured  0 0 0 
Bootstrapping (Random Sampling) -17% -22% -22% 
SM - 50m Scenarios -16% -16% -22% 
SM - 50m + Correlation -8% -13% -16% 
SM - 150m Scenarios -9% -11% -14% 
SM - 150m + Correlation 0% -1% -2% 
SM - 500m Scenarios -11% -10% -12% 
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4.9 Conclusions 
This objectives of this chapter were to determine a method to create traffic scenario 
blocks of differing lengths from measured WIM data and investigate any correlation 
effects that may affect long span bridge loading and develop modelling methods; 
A method of simulating load intensities on long span bridges termed ‘Long Span 
Scenario Modelling’ (LSSM) has been developed. Free-flowing Weigh-in-Motion 
(WIM) data is converted into a congested traffic stream using lane changing and gap 
distribution models. The ‘scenarios’ are blocks of vehicles extracted from this stream 
which contain the inherent correlations between vehicle weights and positions. The 
correlation in load intensity between successive scenarios is explicitly modelled. The 
scenarios are used to simulate congested conditions for the required number of 
congestion events. The maximum load intensity is calculated for each event and the 
results extrapolated for the required return period. 
A large WIM dataset from a site in the USA is used to demonstrate the process. 
Recurring rush hour type congestion is simulated for 1 hour per day for 250 workdays. 
The load intensity for a range of loaded lengths are determined. 150 m scenario lengths 
are determined to be suitable to represent the critical load intensities whilst providing a 
sufficient number of scenarios for the simulation. 
The LSSM is shown to better represent the long span load intensity when compared to 
the measured traffic, particularly when the correlation between successive scenarios is 
accounted for. By modelling the correlations inherent in the measured traffic, the 
method ensures that combinations of heavy vehicles are simulated which have a greater 
influence on long span bridges than individual heavy vehicles.  
The method can be extended to generate unobserved scenarios by introducing variations 
in the parameters. This would allow its use in cases where the WIM dataset is small or 
to undertake long run simulations. The method could also be combined with images of 
congested traffic, thereby removing uncertainties in converting WIM data from free-





Chapter 5 Long Run Simulations 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter develops an efficient computer algorithm to allow simulation of long span 
bridge load events for long return periods. Such long run simulations can avoid the 
uncertainties with extrapolation techniques where data recorded over relatively short 
periods of time is extrapolated to return periods of 75 or 1000 years. Gindy and Nassif 
(2006) detail variances in results from extrapolation of up to 33%, while Dawe (2003) 
reports variances of up to 20% for the estimation of characteristic load for the Eurocode. 
Enright (2010) details the issues involved with extrapolation using the data presented 
in Figure 5-1. The figure, on Gumbel probability paper, presents daily maximum load 
effects (midspan bending) on a 35 m bridge using 8 years of simulated data, alongside 
results from direct simulation of 1000 years of data (shown as annual maxima). The 
Gumbel (linear) and Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distributions are used to 
extrapolate from the shorter dataset, with both providing estimates approx. ±20% 
different from the direct simulation value. 
 
Figure 5-1 Extrapolation of 8-year simulation data to 1000 years (after Enright 2010) 
Enright (2010) notes that long-run simulations provide examples of the types and 
combinations of vehicles that are likely to feature in extreme bridge loading and that 
this is not possible when extrapolating from short periods. Identification of rare, yet 





In a similar manner this work looks to ensure that critical long span loading events are 
captured by running simulations over a long time period. To ensure a diversity of load 
events, the measured scenario library is extended through the generation of new 
scenarios. The developed process to generate new scenarios uses smoothed 
bootstrapping to determine the change in number of HGVs in the scenario, correlated 
resampling to determine the HGV GVWs and Monte Carlo simulation of the new inter-
vehicle gaps. 
 
5.2 Existing Bridge Response Algorithm 
An existing bridge response algorithm was available in the University of Limerick to 
determine the response of bridge structures to vehicle streams derived from individual 
vehicle records from WIM data. The algorithm was developed using MATLAB and the 
work flow to determine the bridge response for an hour of simulated traffic using the 
Long Span Scenario Modelling (LSSM) method over the number of required work days 
is illustrated in Figure 5-2.  
This existing algorithm is based on a series of loops which go through each axle and 
vehicle to build a response matrix using influence lines (Zhang 2018). This method 
provides a significant challenge when long run simulations are required as there is a 
significant computing time cost for each loop. 
‘Profiling’ is a process within MATLAB to measure the time taken to run code and 
identify where most time is taken within an algorithm. The results of the profiling on 
the existing algorithm highlighted that the matrix building the influence lines was a 





Figure 5-2 Existing algorithm work flow applied to LSSM 
Figure 5-3 illustrates an extract from the existing MATLAB code which assembles 
influence lines for each vehicle as a matrix from which the total bridge response due to 
all vehicles is determined by summing the row elements of the matrix. This process 




Figure 5-3 Existing MATLAB code extract 
for j = 1 : number 
of vehicles 
Calculate influence line of axle
Sum each axle influence line to get  
influence line of a vehicle
Sum each vehicle influence line to 
get influence line of one day vehicles
for k  = 1 : number 
of axles 
for i = 1 : days 
Start Clock 
Randomly pick hourly traffic volume 
Assemble scenarios to traffic stream
• Apply correlation
• Insert cars back   
Calculate influence line in lane 1
Calculate influence line in lane 2
Plus two lane’s influence lines to 
determine daily max load effect 
End Clock 





5.3 Updated Bridge Response Algorithm 
A detailed study was undertaken to determine ways to improve the processing speed of 
the existing algorithm. A key measure found was a technique to streamline the 
generation of the influence line matrix. This method immediately adds the new 
influence line vector to old influence line vector instead of saving it as matrix. An 
extract from the new algorithm code is shown in Figure 5-4. It accumulates the new 
influence line vector to the old influence line vector thus avoiding the need for an 
onerous matrix. As a result of this update the computing time can be significantly 
reduced. The full code of the algorithm is presented in Appendix C. 
 
 
Figure 5-4 Updated MATLAB code extract 
According to the MATLAB profiling, the number of loops and the variable size had the 
most significant impact on computing time. In terms of traffic simulation, the traffic 
volume and the loaded length of the bridge structure determine the number of loops and 
size of the influence line vector respectively. Hence, a sensitivity analysis was carried 
out to evaluate the impact of intensive traffic and long loaded length to long run 
simulation computing times. 
Figure 5-5 illustrates the 1000 year simulation time cost corresponding to varying 
traffic volumes and load lengths. The traffic volumes used in the sensitivity study are 
as follows: 
 1314 vehicles/hour representing a high traffic volume on the I-40 West, 
Tennessee;  
 3000 vehicles/hour representing a high traffic volume on the Forth Bridge, UK 
(Micu et al., 2019). 
The studied loaded lengths are 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 m to represent a range of long 
span structures. 
In general the 1000 year simulations take from approx. 2-7 hours to complete on a 




compares very favourably to the approx. 48-72 hours run time using the existing 
algorithm. 
The results of the sensitivity study are illustrated in Figure 5-5. When traffic volume is 
1314 vehicles/hour, the time cost varies linearly with increasing loaded length. When 
traffic volume is 3000 vehicles/hour, the time cost varies somewhat exponentially with 
increasing loaded length. However the computing time for large traffic volumes is more 
significant than that for longer loaded lengths. This indicates that new algorithm 
effectively solved the issue of the large variable, however the use of loops still has a 
relatively significant time cost.  
 
Figure 5-5 Time cost for 1000 year simulation with varying traffic flows and loaded 
lengths 
 
5.4 Generation of New Scenarios 
Chapter 4 presented the ‘Long Span Scenario Modelling’ (LSSM) method of simulating 
load effects on long span bridges where the ‘scenarios’ are blocks of vehicles extracted 
from a stream containing the inherent correlations between vehicle weights and 
positions. The correlation in load intensity between successive scenarios was explicitly 
modelled and the scenarios used to simulate congested conditions for the required 
























load intensities then extrapolated to 75 and 1000 year return periods through Gumbel 
probability paper plots (Section 3.6). 
For the LSSM implementation in Chapter 4, approx. 17,000 scenarios were available 
from the WIM traffic stream which could be called by the LSSM algorithm. This 
number of scenarios was sufficient for a single year of simulation, but would be 
insufficient for longer simulations as sampling from a limited scenario library could 
result in repetitive load events. Therefore, in order to ensure a diversity of load events, 
it is necessary to expand the scenario library before undertaking the long run simulation. 
One possible method to expand the library is using ‘bootstrapping’ which enriches the 
population by resampling observed data. Hormann and Leydold (2000) developed 
‘simple bootstrapping’ to ‘smoothed bootstrapping’ which is resampling the observed 
data and adding some noise through the use of kernel density function estimation. 
O'Brien and Enright (2011) apply smoothed bootstrapping to GVW, vehicle gaps and 
speeds for short and medium span bridge traffic load simulations. 
In terms of scenario modelling, the observed scenarios are multivariate. The challenge 
is how to effectively intervene within the observed scenarios and resample them. In this 







Figure 5-6 Process for generating new congestion scenarios 
As detailed in the following sections, the process for generating new scenarios begins 
with an observed scenario being randomly selected from the library of observed 
scenarios. A kernel function estimator is applied to determine the number of HGVs in 
the new scenario. The next step is correlated resampling of the GVWs. Cumulative 
distribution functions (CDF) for the GVWs of all vehicles in the WIM dataset are 
developed in blocks of 1 m length increments. The GVW for each HGV in the new 
scenario is resampled from the CDF related to its vehicle length. The last step is 
redistributing the position of vehicles by updating the inter-vehicle bumper-to-bumper 
gaps using the gap distribution from Bailey (1996), which in this case is based on a 
single gap curve for all vehicle follower combinations for congested traffic moving at 
a constant speed of 18 km/h (Figure 3 9).  
Scenario Noise Creation   
Start clock 
Randomly pick measured scenario
Use kernel function estimator to 
determine number of HGVs in noise
No change Minus HGVs Add HGVs 
Delete equivalent length  
cars. 
Resample GVW base on vehicle 
length (1m bins)
Redistribute vehicles based on 
baily’s gap model 
End clock
Add equivalent length 
cars back 
e istri te e icles ase   




5.4.1 Number of HGVs in New Scenarios 
The number of HGVs present directly affects the weight and length of a scenario. When 
generating new scenarios a ‘smoothed bootstrapping’ approach is used to determine the 
number of HGVs present. A kernel density estimator is therefore applied to achieve this. 
The basic form of kernel density estimator is shown in Equation (5-1).  
𝑋𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝐾[ℎ(𝑥𝑖)] (5-1) 
where K is a kernel function centred at zero with a variable bandwidth, h, which 
depends on the value of xi. In this study xi is the number of HGVs in the sample scenario, 
𝐾[ℎ(𝑥𝑖)] determines the number of HGVs to be added or subtracted and 𝑋𝑖 is the 
number of HGVs in the new smoothed scenario.  
The bandwidth is determined from the density function of the number of HGVs in the 
observed scenarios. Following the conclusions of Chapter 4, scenarios in this study 
consist of two traffic lanes and a target scenario length of 150 m. As illustrated in Figure 
5-7 the number of observed HGVs are re-scaled as 1/√𝑓(𝑥) and a polynomial fit 
applied. The kernel function type and polynomial function are summarised in Table 5-1.  
 




Table 5-1 Kernel density estimator parameter set 
Variable Kernel Bandwidth 
+/- No of HGVs Triangle Min(0.26x2-2.7x+9.2,12) 
For practical purposes, rather than a total number, the kernel density estimator 
determines the change in number of HGVs, i.e. a plus or minus number. In order to 
keep the length of the new scenarios stable, a number of cars of equivalent total length 
are added into the scenario if HGVs are removed, and vice versa if HGVs are added, to 
the new scenario. 
Figure 5-8a illustrates the frequency distribution of the number of HGVs added or 
removed after the smoothing process is applied. The mode of the distribution is zero, 
with maxima of 9 HGVs removed and 6 added. Figure 5-8b illustrates the final 
distributions of HGVs in the observed (measured) and smoothed scenarios. As expected, 
the smoothed scenarios have a similar distribution to the observed, which is reasonable 
for sample augmentation.  
  
a b 
Figure 5-8 a) Frequency distribution of the number of HGVs added or removed; b) 
Distributions of HGVs in the observed (measured) and smoothed scenarios 
 
5.4.2 GVW of HGVs in New Scenarios 
The next stage of the process is to assign new values of GVW to the HGVs. A process 
of correlated resampling is used, based on length of vehicle. Due to their relatively low 




As illustrated in Figure 5-9, there is a clear correlation between GVW and vehicle 
length for HGVs. With increasing vehicle length, the range of GVW is wider, because 
these vehicles may be loaded with cargo or unloaded.  
 
Figure 5-9 Probability density contour plot of HGV length vs GVW 
Similar to the process described by (Micu et al. 2018; Micu et al. 2019b). HGVs are 
separated into bins of 1 m length increments. Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) 
are then developed for each block. Figure 5-10 illustrates the resultant CDFs for a range 
of bins. Due to the small number of observed HGVs with lengths greater than 32 m, the 
final bin is for all HGVs above this value, i.e. 32 to 43 m. 
From Figure 5-10 it is clear that GVW is strongly correlated to vehicle length for the 
observed HGVs. Therefore, it is deemed reasonable to determine the GVW for each 










Figure 5-10 GVW distributions corresponding to 1meter bins. 
 
5.4.3 Gap Distances in New Scenarios 
The final stage in the process to generate new scenarios is to simulate new bumper to 
bumper gaps between the vehicles. The new gaps are determined by Monte Carlo from 
the moving gap model from Bailey (1996) which is presented in Figure 3-9. 
 
5.5 Sensitivity Analyses 
This section presents the results of the sensitivity analyses which were undertaken to 
determine suitable parameters for the generation of new scenarios. The baseline 






Table 5-2 Baseline parameters for long run simulation studies 
WIM data Tennessee I-40 West Loaded length 1000 m 
Traffic volume  1312 Veh/hour Length increment, dx  1 m 
Time of day 16.00-17.00 Lane changing  Yes 
Number of lanes  2 Return periods 10/1000 yr 
Number of 
workdays / year  





150 m scenarios modelling with correlation  
 
5.5.1 Size of generated scenario databank 
As discussed above, an important aspect of long run long span scenario modelling is 
the generation of new scenarios to avoid repetitive load events which could be 
generated from a limited scenario library. Approx. 17,000 scenarios were available from 
the 1 year of WIM data available for this study. The first sensitivity study undertaken 
looked to determine the effect of the size of the databank of newly generated scenarios. 
1 year of measured scenarios was augmented with databanks of 1, 4 and 9 years of 
newly generated scenarios. 
Figure 5-11 illustrates the upper tail of scenario load intensities for different databank 
lengths. It is clear that the 1 year of measured data alone has a ‘coarse’ tail distribution. 
Augmenting the measured data with the databanks of newly generated scenarios clearly 





Figure 5-11 Upper tail of scenario load intensities for different databank lengths  
The effect of the databank size is further studied by looking at the load intensities for a 
10 year return period. Figure 5-12 illustrates the daily maximum load intensities plotted 
on Gumbel probability paper. One year of measured scenarios plus a 1 year databank 
of newly generated scenarios is referenced as “LSSM-C-LR-2”, i.e. Long Span 
Scenario Modelling – Correlated – Long Run – 2 years total data. There is no significant 
difference in the extrapolated load intensity values for the different databank sizes, with 






Figure 5-12 Extrapolation of daily maximum load intensities to 10- return period for 
different databank lengths 
Table 5-3 summarises the extrapolated load intensity values as well as the increased 
computation time for the different databank lengths. Typically, augmenting the 
measured with databanks of newly generated scenarios from 1 year to 9 years does not 
cause a significant increase in computational time. As such this study adopts the 9 years 
databank in further simulations. This ensures that a significant number of newly 
generated scenarios will be available for simulations. 
Table 5-3 Comparison of extrapolated load intensities and time costs for different 
databank lengths (10 year return period) 
 Load Intensity 
(kN/m) 
% Difference Increased Computational 
Time (seconds) 
Measured  14.95 - - 
LSSM-C-LR-2 14.82 -0.87 136.6 
LSSM-C-LR-5 14.89 -0.40 137.1 





5.5.2  Choice of Bandwidth  
As described in Section 5.4.1, a kernel density estimator is used in the ‘smoothed 
bootstrapping’ approach when determining the number of HGVs present in the newly 
generated scenarios. The choice of bandwidth is a critical part of the kernel density 
estimator. A good choice of bandwidth not only accounts for individual difference, but 
also saves the features of original distribution (Scott 2015).  
Enright (2010) pointed out that an over large bandwidth may cause an oversmoothed 
distribution. The oversmoothed distribution cannot describe the origin data properly. 
For example, the origin data shows a two peaks distribution, but the oversmoothed 
distribution may only describe it as normal distribution. Hence, it is necessary to check 
if the chosen bandwidths illustrate the origin data properly.  
Table 5-4 illustrates two tested bandwidths. Bandwidth A is a polynomial fit to 1/√(f(x)) 
re-scaled values as illustrated in Figure 5 7. Bandwidth B is chosen to be half that of A. 
Table 5-4 Bandwidth details for sensitivity analysis 
Bandwidth Ref Variable Kernel Bandwidth 
A HGVs Triangle Min(0.26x2-2.7x+9.2,12) 





Figure 5 13 illustrates the loading intensity frequency distributions of the measured 
scenarios (approx.. 17,000 No. in total), along with newly generated scenarios using 
Bandwidths A and B. Bandwidth A could be considered to be ‘oversmoothed’, i.e. 





Figure 5-13 Load intensity frequency distributions of the measured scenarios, along 
with newly generated scenarios using Bandwidths A and B. 
However, as illustrated in Figure 5-13, the ‘oversmoothing’ of Bandwidth A does not 
impact significantly on the extrapolated load intensity when compared to the measured 
and ‘Bandwidth B’ values. This is thought to be due to the fact that the correlation 
between scenarios is the principle factor to influence the extrapolated load intensity. As 
such this study adopts Bandwidth A in further simulations. 
 
5.6 Results 
Figure 5-14 presents the results of the long run simulation study. The Gumbel (linear) 
extrapolation (blue line) overestimates the long run simulation value by approx. 12%, 
while the Generalised Pareto Value (GPV) (red line) underestimates by approx. 10%. 
The trend of these results are very consistent with those presented by Enright (2010) in 
Figure 5 1. It is evident that the relatively limited data from the measured dataset does 
not adequately capture the types of loading events that give rise to the characteristic 






Figure 5-14 Extrapolation of daily maximum load intensities for measured and 
Bandwidths A and B 
 
 




5.6.1 Critical Loading Patterns 
The long run simulation gives an opportunity to see the traffic patterns that cause the 
critical load intensities in a bridge’s lifetime and can be very useful to support bridge 
design and maintenance decisions.  
Figure 5-16 illustrates the loading pattern that results in the maximum load intensity in 
the 1000 year simulation. The average percentage of HGVs in both lanes is 63.5%, with 
Lane 1 having a higher percentage as expected.  
 
 
Figure 5-16 Pattern of traffic that gives rise maximum load intensity in 1000 yr 
simulation 
A histogram of the HGV GVWs from the traffic pattern that gives rise to the maximum 
load intensity is illustrated in Figure 5-17. Connecting Figure 5-17 with Figure 5-16, 
the GVWs of the HGVs present in this pattern are from the heavier end of the weight 
distribution, with an average HGV weight of 30.3 tonnes. While there is only one 
vehicle with a GVW above 50 tonnes, the average weight is high and, unlike short to 
medium span bridges where individual extreme heavy vehicles are critical, for long 
span bridges it is this combination of high HGV percentage and high average weight 





Figure 5-17 Histogram of GVWs from maximum load intensity pattern 
5.7 Conclusions 
The objectives of this chapter were to develop an efficient algorithm to allow simulation 
of bridge load events to 1000 year return periods and to extend the LSSM method to 
allow generation of new scenarios for long run simulations. 
The efficiency of the existing bridge response algorithm was greatly improved by 
streamlining the generation of the influence line matrix. The computation time of the 
algorithm is dependent on the traffic volume and the loaded length of the bridge 
structure. For the studied combinations, the 1000 year simulations take from approx. 2-
7 hours to complete, comparing favourably to the approx. 48-72 hours for the existing 
algorithm that was used in UL prior to the commencenment of this work. 
To ensure a diversity of load events in the long run simulations, the measured scenario 
library is extended through the generation of new scenarios. The developed process to 
generate new scenarios uses smoothed bootstrapping to determine the change in number 
of HGVs in the scenario, correlated resampling to determine the HGV GVWs and 
Monte Carlo simulation of the new inter-vehicle gaps. 
The trend of these results are very consistent with those presented by Enright (2010) 




length, a Gumbel (linear) extrapolation from one year of WIM data overestimates the 
long run simulation value by approx. 12%, while the Generalised Pareto Value (GPV) 
underestimates by approx. 10%. The maximum load case was caused by a pattern of 
traffic with an average of 63.5% of HGVs in both lanes and an average HGV weight of 
30.3 tonnes. 
The algorithm therefore allows the long run simulations for the LSSM method to be 
carried out on a desktop computer and therefore greatly reduce the variability of results 






Chapter 6 Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the main conclusions from the research work undertaken and 
suggests some areas of further research. 
 
6.2 Conclusions 
Bridge Loading Simulations 
This study investigates recurring congestion on long span bridges. A large WIM dataset 
from a site in the USA is used to demonstrate the process. Free-flowing Weigh-in-
Motion (WIM) data is converted into a ‘measured’ congested traffic stream using lane 
changing and gap distribution models. Recurring rush hour type congestion is simulated 
for 1 hour per day for 250 workdays. The total load intensities for 500, 1000 and 1500 
m loaded lengths are determined for a 1000-year return period. 
It is shown that random sampling simulation methods such as Monte Carlo 
bootstrapping underestimated bridge load intensities. The primary reason for this is that  
the random simulations do not capture correlations in traffic weights.  
 
Long Span Scenario Modelling 
A method of simulating load effects or load intensities on long span bridges termed 
‘Long Span Scenario Modelling’ (LSSM) has been developed. Free-flowing Weigh-in-
Motion (WIM) data is converted into a congested traffic stream using lane changing 
and gap distribution models. The ‘scenarios’ are blocks of vehicles extracted from this 
stream which contain the inherent correlations between vehicle weights and positions. 
The correlation in load intensity between successive scenarios is explicitly modelled. 
The scenarios are used to simulate congested conditions for the required number of 
congestion events. The maximum load intensity is calculated for each event and the 




A large WIM dataset from a site in the USA is used to demonstrate the process. 
Recurring rush hour type congestion is simulated for 1 hour per day for 250 workdays. 
The total load intensity for a range of loaded lengths are determined. 150 m scenario 
lengths are determined to be suitable to represent the critical load intensities whilst 
providing a sufficient number of scenarios for the simulation. 
The LSSM is shown to better represent the long span load intensity when compared to 
the measured traffic, particularly when the correlation between successive scenarios is 
accounted for. By modelling the correlations inherent in the measured traffic, the 
method ensures that combinations of heavy vehicles are simulated which have a greater 
influence on long span bridges than individual heavy vehicles.  
The method can be extended to generate unobserved scenarios by introducing variations 
in the parameters. This would allow its use in cases where the WIM dataset is small or 
to undertake long run simulations. The method could also be combined with images of 
congested traffic, thereby removing uncertainties in converting WIM data from free-
flowing to congested streams. 
 
Long Run Simulations 
The efficiency of the existing bridge response algorithm was greatly improved by 
streamlining the generation of the influence line matrix. The computation time of the 
algorithm is dependent on the traffic volume and the loaded length of the bridge 
structure. For the studied combinations, the 1000 year simulations take from approx. 2-
7 hours to complete, comparing favourably to the approx. 48-72 hours for the existing 
algorithm that was used in UL prior to the commencenment of this work. 
To ensure a diversity of load events in the long run simulations, the measured scenario 
library is extended through the generation of new scenarios. The developed process to 
generate new scenarios uses smoothed bootstrapping to determine the change in number 
of HGVs in the scenario, correlated resampling to determine the HGV GVWs and 
Monte Carlo simulation of the new inter-vehicle gaps. 
The trend of these results are very consistent with those presented by Enright (2010) 
for short and medium span bridges. For the load intensity on a 1000 m loaded length, a 
Gumbel (linear) extrapolation from one year of WIM data overestimates the long run 




underestimates by approx. 10%. The maximum load case was caused by a pattern of 
traffic with an average of 63.5% of HGVs in both lanes and an average HGV weight of 
30.3 tonnes. 
The algorithm therefore allows the long run simulations for the LSSM method to be 
carried out on a desktop computer and therefore greatly reduce the variability of results 




The following recommendations for further research are proposed: 
 The LSSM method could be combined with images of congested traffic, thereby 
removing uncertainties in converting WIM data from free-flowing to congested 
streams; 
 While this study focused on modelling recurring congestion only, a complete 
traffic load model should consider both of recurring and non-recurring events. 
It is recommended that the LSSM be extended to combine non-recurring events; 
 For the long run simulation, the algorithm has been optimised in terms of 
memory space however the structure still contains computationally onerous 
loops. Further changes can therefore be made to this aspects which would 
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Appendix A Classifying Scenarios to 
Bins 
 
This code classifies scenarios to the intensity bins, It is the part of capturing correlation 




% script classifies scenarios to bins  
% Hang Zhang 
% 01/11/2019 
% ----------------------- 






Interval= 1  
up_control = 2 
  
a = [0:Interval:round(max(Inten_SM150)-Interval*up_control)]; 
  
for i = 1 : length(a) 
    Vector_b=[]; 




        Inten_f = Inten_SM150(j,1); 
        Inten_b = Inten_SM150(j+1,1); 
        %--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        if a(i) ~= round(max(Inten_SM150)-Interval*up_control) 
            if a(i)< Inten_f && Inten_f <a(i)+Interval 
                 
                Vector_b(j,1)= Inten_b; 
                Vector_b(j,2)= j; 
            end 
        elseif a(i) == round(max(Inten_SM150)-(Interval*up_control)) 
             
            if a(i)< Inten_f  
                 
                Vector_b(j,1)= Inten_b; 
                Vector_b(j,2)= j; 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
    end 
     
    Vector_b(all(Vector_b==0,2),:)=[]; 
     
    if isempty(Vector_b) 
        cell_b{i,1} = Vector_b; 
        cell_b{i,2} = 0; 




    end 
     
    cell_b{i,1} = Vector_b; 
    cell_b{i,2} = a(i); 
    if a(i) == round(max(Inten_SM150)-(Interval*up_control)) 
         
        break 
    end 
end 






Appendix B Correlation 
This code use gamma distribution to estimate correlation between scenarios. It is the 





% script work out correlation between scenarios 














for k = 1:3 
     
    u=[0 0.25 0.5]; 
     
    figure 
    for i = 1 : length(b_SC) 
         
        a = b_SC{i,1}; 
   
        x2 = 0:0.001:25; 
  
        [phat, pci] = gamfit(a(:,1)); 
        y5 = gamcdf(x2,phat(1)+u(k),phat(2)); 
        plot( x2,y5,'--','LineWidth',1.5) 
        hold on 
  
         




        p_groupgamma{i,2} = y5; 
         
    end 
     
    grid on 
    legend('Sc. Bin 2-4 kN/m','Sc. Bin 4-6 kN/m','Sc. Bin 6-8 
kN/m','Sc. Bin 8-10 kN/m','Sc. Bin 10-12 kN/m','Sc. Bin 12-14 
kN/m','Sc. Bin 14-18 kN/m') 
    xlabel ('Intensity (kN/m)') 
    ylabel ('Cumulative Probability') 
    xlim([0 18]) 
   %  title( { ['u=default + ', num2str(u(k)) ] } ) 
     
    b=cell2mat(cell_b(:,2)); 
    b(all(b==0,2),:)=[]; 
    b = num2cell(b); 
    p_groupgamma(:,3) = b; 
     
    name_string = ['p_groupgamma' num2str(k) '=p_groupgamma']; 
    eval(name_string); 
     
     
end 
  
for i = 7 %:length(b_SC) 
    figure 
    a = b_SC{i,1}; 
     
    [y1, x1,bw] = ksdensity(a(:,1)); 
     
     
    hold on 
    h = 
histogram(a(:,1),'Normalization','probability','BinWidth',bw*0
.9) 
    hold on 
    x2 = 0:0.1:30; 
     
  
     
    [phat1, pci1] = gamfit(a(:,1)); 




    plot( x2,y7,'--','LineWidth',1.5) 
     
    grid on 
    legend('Measured','Gamma') 
    xlabel ('Following Scenario Load Intensity (kN/m)') 
    ylabel ('Probability') 
    xlim([0 20]) 
    % title( 'Front Intensity > 14kN/m' ) 








Appendix C Load Effect  
The code calculates load effect, which incorporates applying correlation, optimized 





% Sript run an total load influence line of 500 m 1000 m 2000m bridge 
% 
% 1 year 
% 16-17am 
% 
% Hang Zhang 
% 01/04/2020 
  
clc, clear, close all 
  
% Define scenario length 
SN = 150    % 50 100 150 400m 
  
% Save or not 
  








load('p_groupgamma1.mat')   % load Gamma correlation 1 
load('p_groupgamma2.mat')   % load Gamma correlation 2 
load('p_groupgamma3.mat')   % load Gamma correlation 3 
  
  
% 150 m scenario 
for ij = 1:3 
    rng = [] 
    if ij == 1 
        p_group = p_groupgamma1; 
    elseif ij == 2 
        p_group = p_groupgamma2; 
    elseif ij == 3 
        p_group = p_groupgamma3; 
         
    end 
     
    if  SN == 150 
         
        disp('Loading data...') 
        load('V_L1_150 m.mat '); 
        load('V_L2_150 m.mat'); 
        load('ME_Day_L1.mat'); 
        load('ME_Day_L2.mat'); 
        load('V_L2_150 m_car.mat '); 




         
        disp('Data loaded') 
         
        Inten_SM=Inten_SM150; 
         
        No_Veh = ME_Day_L1; 
        No_Veh(all(No_Veh==0,2),:)=[];                    % clear 0 in vector 
        No_Veh1 = ME_Day_L2; 
        No_Veh1(all(No_Veh1==0,2),:)=[];                    % clear 0 in vector 
         
        car(all(car==0,2),:)=[]; 
        car(all(car(:,30)>20,2),:)=[]; 
         
    elseif SN == 50 
         
        disp('Loading data...') 
        load('V_L1_50 m '); 
        load('V_L2_50 m '); 
        load('ME_Day_L1'); 
        load('V_L2_50 m_car '); 
        load('Inten_SM50'); 
        load('p_group.mat') 
        disp('Data loaded') 
         
        Inten_SM=Inten_SM150; 
         




        No_Veh(all(No_Veh==0,2),:)=[];                    % clear 0 in vector 
         
        car(all(car==0,2),:)=[]; 
        car(all(car(:,30)>20,2),:)=[]; 
    end 
     
     
    for k = 1 : length(L1_SC) 
         
        Veh = L1_SC{k,1}; 
        Veh_S(:,(1:14)) = Veh(:,(14:27)); 
        Veh_S(:,(15:27)) = Veh(:,(33:45)); 
        Veh_S(:,28) = Veh(:,30); 
        Veh_S(:,29) = Veh(:,56); 
        Veh_S(:,30) = Veh(:,30); 
        Veh_S(:,31) = Veh(:,13); 
        L1_SC_S{k,1} = Veh_S; 
        Veh_S =[]; 
    end 
     
     
     
     
    for k = 1 : length(L2_SC) 
         
        Veh = L2_SC{k,1}; 




        Veh_S(:,(15:27)) = Veh(:,(33:45)); 
        Veh_S(:,28) = Veh(:,30); 
        Veh_S(:,29) = Veh(:,56); 
        Veh_S(:,30) = Veh(:,30); 
        Veh_S(:,31) = Veh(:,13); 
        L2_SC_S{k,1} = Veh_S; 
        Veh_S =[]; 
    end 
     
     
    car_S(:,(1:14)) = car(:,(14:27)); 
    car_S(:,(15:27)) = car(:,(33:45)); 
    car_S(:,28) = car(:,30); 
    car_S(:,29) = car(:,56); 
    car_S(:,30) = car(:,30); 
    car_S(:,31) = car(:,13); 
     
    L1_SC = []; 
    L2_SC = []; 
     
    sB =  cell2mat(p_group(:,3)); 
     
     
     
     
     




    % 1. Define influence line 
    % ----------------------- 
    % FIXED Beam - 500 m span 
     
     
    Span = 1000;                                       % SS Beam - 500 1000 1965 2000m 
span 
    dx = 1;                                           % dx = 1m 
     
    % Total load influence line function 
    x = [0:dx:Span]'; 
    y = ones(length(x),1); 
     
     
    tic 
    for   i = 1 : 250 
        % disp(i) 
         
        %         Day_Veh = No_Veh(randperm(length(No_Veh),1)); 
        %         Day_Veh1 = No_Veh1(randperm(length(No_Veh1),1)); 
        % Day_Veh(i,1) = No_Veh(i,1); 
         
        R_Day_Veh = randi(length(No_Veh)); 
         
        Day_Veh = No_Veh(R_Day_Veh); 
        Day_Veh1 = No_Veh1(R_Day_Veh); 
         




        Day_VehRH = []; 
        Day_VehRH1 = []; 
         
        %----------------------------------------------------------------- 
        for h = 1: Day_Veh+Day_Veh1 
             
             
            if h ==  1 
                 
                r = randi(length(L1_SC_S)); 
                Senario = L1_SC_S{r,1}; 
                Senario1 = L2_SC_S{r,1}; 
                 
                Int_Ind = (sum(Senario(:,31))+sum(Senario1(:,31)))/ 
(sum(Senario(:,29))+sum(Senario(:,30))); 
                 
                Day_VehRH = [Day_VehRH;Senario]; 
                Day_VehRH1 = [Day_VehRH1;Senario1]; 
                 
                 
                rng = [rng;Int_Ind]; 
                 
            elseif  h ~= 1 
                 
                 
                 
                sA =  abs(sB-Int_Ind); 




                index = find(sA==min(sA)); 
                 
                 
                 
                RESULT1 = p_group{index(1,1),1}; 
                RESULT2 = p_group{index(1,1),2}; 
                 
                V = 0:0.001:1; % define the numbers 
                R = V(randi([1,numel(V)])); 
                 
                 
                [~, Ind] = min(abs(RESULT2-R)); 
                Int =RESULT1(Ind); 
                 
                 
                [~,index_1] = min(abs(Inten_SM-Int)); 
                % RESULT_1 = Inten_SM(index_1(1)); 
                MC_Int = index_1(1); 
                 
                r1 = MC_Int; 
                r1 = r1(1,1); 
                 
                Senario = L1_SC_S{r1,1}; 
                Senario1 = L2_SC_S{r1,1}; 
                 
                Int_Ind =  Int; 




                rng = [rng;Int_Ind]; 
                 
                if length(Day_VehRH)< Day_Veh 
                     
                    Day_VehRH = [Day_VehRH;Senario]; 
                     
                elseif length(Day_VehRH)>= Day_Veh 
                     
                    Day_VehRH = Day_VehRH (1:Day_Veh,:); 
                end 
                 
                %-------------------------------------------- 
                 
                if length(Day_VehRH1)< Day_Veh1 
                     
                    Day_VehRH1 = [Day_VehRH1;Senario1]; 
                     
                elseif length(Day_VehRH1)>= Day_Veh1 
                     
                    Day_VehRH1 = Day_VehRH1 (1:Day_Veh1,:); 
                end 
                %-------------------------------------------- 
                if length(Day_VehRH)== Day_Veh && length(Day_VehRH1)== Day_Veh1 
                    break 
                end 
                 




            end 
        end 
         
         
        %-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
        % insert car back 
        %-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
        for hh = 1 : length(Day_VehRH1)-1 
             
            if Day_VehRH1(hh,1) == 0 && Day_VehRH1(hh+1,1) == 0 && 
(Day_VehRH1(hh,29)+ Day_VehRH1(hh+1,29))>20 
                 
                Car = car_S(randperm(length(car_S),1),:); 
                Car(1,29)=0; 
                ac =  Day_VehRH1(hh,29)+ Day_VehRH1(hh+1,29)-Car(1,28); 
                 
                Day_VehRH1(hh,:)=Car; 
                Day_VehRH1(hh+1,29)=ac; 
            end 
        end 
         
        %------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        % L1 
        %------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         
         
        % Initialise Day_BrR array - ing a matrix - it help to speed up matlab if you can define the 




        % as a zero matrix and then fill. 
        % For one day bridge reponse 
        Matrix = round(sum(Day_VehRH(:,28))+sum(Day_VehRH(:,29)))+Span+500; 
         
        Day_BrR = zeros(Matrix,1) ; 
        Day_BrR_S1 = zeros(Matrix,1) ; 
         
         
        % ----------------------- 
        % Loop through one day vehicles 
        for j=1:length(Day_VehRH(:,1)) 
             
             
             
            % vehicles in one day 
             
            % Define Vehicle Properties 
             
            F = [Day_VehRH(j,1:14)]; % vehicle axle load 
            F(F==0)=[]; % clear 0 in vector 
            A = [0 Day_VehRH(j,15:27)]; % vehicle axle space 
            NoAx = length(F); 
             
             
             
            % ----------------------- 




            % ----------------------- 
            % estimate length of Br = ? 
            BrLe = round(1.2 * ( (sum(A)+Span) / dx) ); % Bridge Length - BrLe determine length 
of zero vector 
            BrReBM = zeros(BrLe,1);                  % set up suitble scale of zero matrix 
            BrReBM_S = zeros(BrLe,1 ); 
             
            for k=1:NoAx                              % NoAx times vector calculation 
                 
                 
                % (sum(A(1:i)),1) is a column vector of Accumulating axle space 
                % Axle space affect how much zero before vector b 
                a = (round(sum(A(1:k))/dx)); 
                 
                 
                % axle load mutiply influence line function 
                b = F(k)*y; 
                 
                 
                BrReBM_S((a+1):length(b)+a,1) = BrReBM_S((a+1):length(b)+a,1)+b; 
                 
                 
            end 
             
             
             
             




             
            VeLe = [0; Day_VehRH(:,28)]; 
            % Gap = Veh_L2_GAP(:,28); 
            Gap = [0;Day_VehRH(:,29)]; 
            % (sum(h(1:j))+1.5) is a column vector of Accumulating vehicle space, 1.5m 
            % is vehicle distance 
            % Vehicle gap affect how much zero before vector b 
             
            g =(round(sum(VeLe(1:j))+sum(Gap(1:j)))/dx); 
             
            Day_BrR_S1((g+1):length(BrReBM_S)+g,1) = 
Day_BrR_S1((g+1):length(BrReBM_S)+g,1)+BrReBM_S; 
             
             
             
        end 
         
        %------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        % L2 
        %------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         
        % Initialise Day_BrR array - ing a matrix - it help to speed up matlab if you can define the 
matrix at the start 
        % as a zero matrix and then fill. 
        % For one day bridge reponse 
        Matrix = (round(sum(Day_VehRH1(:,28))+sum(Day_VehRH1(:,29)))+Span+500)/dx; 
         




        Day_BrR_S2 = zeros(Matrix,1 ) ; 
         
         
        % ----------------------- 
        % Loop through one day vehicles 
        for jj=1:length(Day_VehRH1(:,1)) 
             
             
             
            % vehicles in one day 
             
            % Define Vehicle Properties 
             
            F = [Day_VehRH1(jj,1:14)]; % vehicle axle load 
            F(F==0)=[]; % clear 0 in vector 
            A = [0 Day_VehRH1(jj,15:27)]; % vehicle axle space 
            NoAx = length(F); 
             
             
             
            % ----------------------- 
            % 3. Bridge Response 
            % ----------------------- 
            % estimate length of Br = ? 
            BrLe = round(1.2 * ( (sum(A)+Span) / dx) ); % Bridge Length - BrLe determine length 
of zero vector 
            BrReBM = zeros(BrLe,1 );                  % set up suitble scale of zero matrix 




             
            for kk=1:NoAx                              % NoAx times vector calculation 
                 
                 
                % (sum(A(1:i)),1) is a column vector of Accumulating axle space 
                % Axle space affect how much zero before vector b 
                a = (round(sum(A(1:kk))/dx) ); 
                 
                 
                % axle load mutiply influence line function 
                b = F(kk)*y; 
                 
                 
                BrReBM_S((a+1):length(b)+a,1) = BrReBM_S((a+1):length(b)+a,1)+b; 
            end 
             
             
             
            VeLe = [0; Day_VehRH1(:,28)]; 
            % Gap = Veh_L2_GAP(:,28); 
            Gap = [0;Day_VehRH1(:,29)]; 
             
             
             
            g = (round(sum(VeLe(1:jj))+sum(Gap(1:jj)))/dx); 
             




             
            Day_BrR_S2((g+1):length(BrReBM_S)+g,1) = 
Day_BrR_S2((g+1):length(BrReBM_S)+g,1)+BrReBM_S; 
             
             
             
             
        end 
         
        %----------------------------------------------------------- 
        % L1+L2 
        %----------------------------------------------------------- 
         
        if length(Day_BrR_S1) >= length(Day_BrR_S2) 
            bb = zeros ((length(Day_BrR_S1))-(length(Day_BrR_S2)),1 ); 
            cc = [Day_BrR_S2 ;bb]; 
            aa = Day_BrR_S1 + cc; 
             
        elseif length(Day_BrR_S1) < length(Day_BrR_S2) 
            bb = zeros ((length(Day_BrR_S2))-(length(Day_BrR_S1)),1); 
            cc = [Day_BrR_S1;bb]; 
            aa = Day_BrR_S2+ cc; 
        end 
         
         
        % ----------------------- 
        % 3. Max Daily Bridge Response 




         
        cc=[]; 
        Day_BrR_S1=[]; 
        Day_BrR_S2=[]; 
        Daily_M(i,1) = max(aa)./Span;   % load intensity 
         
    end 
    toc 
     
     
    name_string = ['DaMax_Senario_150 m_c' num2str(ij) '=Daily_M']; 
    eval(name_string); 
     
     
end 
 
 
